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Abstract 

An ever increasing demand for high data rate broadband services into the foreseeable 

future means that CMOS solutions that transmit and receive data at high speeds with low error 

rates, low cost and low power will be needed. High-speed broadband circuits operating at bit 

rate of lOGb/s - 40Gb/s or higher, usually require bandwidth enhancement. One of the most 

common techniques to implement bandwidth enhancement is inductive peaking however, it has 

the disadvantage of using large circuit area due to the large size of on chip transmission lines or 

kit inductors. This will lead to increased size and cost of an IC. 

In this thesis, the performance of circuits that use stacked inductors for inductive peaking 

is compared with the performance that would have been achieved using of on chip transmission 

lines or kit inductors. Detail stacked spiral inductor design procedures are presented using 

ASITIC and HFSS modeling programs. The equivalent circuit of the stacked inductor is 

optimized in ADS using the modified 2-n model for better performance matching. Different on-

chip isolation techniques are also studied in order to reduce the unwanted coupling. 

Finally, some amplifiers and stacked inductors are fabricated in the IBM 0.13|im CMOS 

process. Measurement results show that stacked inductors with a T-coil topology achieve up to 

a 73% bandwidth improvement while reducing the required chip area by 85% or more 

compared to using planar kit inductors from the manufacturer. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

An ever increasing demand for high data rate broadband services in the foreseeable future 

means that CMOS solutions that transmit and receive data at high speeds with low error rates, 

low cost and low power will be needed. CMOS is a viable solution for system-on-Chip (SOC) 

integration. For these reasons, SOCs that integrate all active and passive components using a 

low-cost semiconductor manufacturing processes provide a very attractive solution for the 

rapidly emerging commercial and consumer market of high data rate broadband services [l], 

[2]. 

1.1 Motivation for this Work 

Wireline devices that operate at bit rate of lOGb/s - 40Gb/s or higher such as 

MUX/DEMUX circuits for Ethernet applications demand the design of broadband amplifiers 

[3], [4], and 40Gb/s optical fiber channels and backplane transmission requires broadband 

amplification in preamplifiers, drivers, transimpedance amplifiers, etc [5]. Even though CMOS 

devices can provide a low cost solution for system-on-chip, circuit parasitic capacitance and 

lossy substrate limit the performance of broadband amplifiers. Thus, a bandwidth extension 

techniques are necessary to achieve a high data rate operation of 1 OGb/s - 40Gb/s or higher. 

One of the most common techniques used is inductive peaking; however, the need for an on-

chip inductor with large area consumption and of transmission lines or kit inductors is a serious 

disadvantage. For example, the minimum outer diameter of a standard inductor in a 0.13um 

CMOS technology is lOOum, this waste of layout area can be minimized by the use of our 

customized ultra-compact inductors employing a multi-level stacked structure have an outer 

diameter as low as lOum to 40um depending on the desired Quality factor and inductance. The 

design of an 18 stages active delay line design, using the kit inductors for peaking required 

about 4 mm2 of chip area; however, with the use of ultra compact inductor presented here, the 

chip size can be reduced to 2.5 mm2. Such compact inductors have a low Q of about 5 to 8, but 

in a peaking application they are in series with a resistor so Q is irrelevant. An example shown 
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in Figure 1-1 compares the sizes of the kit inductors and the customized stacked inductors for 

similar inductances. 

(a) (b) (t) (cl) 

Figure 1-1: Sample layout of inductors, (a) and (b) kit inductors, (c) and (d) stacked inductors 

Simulations will be done using HFSS [6], a full 3-D electromagnetic (EM) simulator to 

explore the inductance, series resistance, Q factor, and coupling efficient when using different 

isolation techniques. A test chip is designed and manufactured here to study and verify the 

performance of the stacked inductors simulated with HFSS. Some common source amplifiers 

will also be tested to explore the bandwidth extension with T-coil inductive peaking topology. 

An increase in the bandwidth of these amplifiers, compared to standard amplifier architectures, 

could translate into a reduction in the size and cost of the SOC solution. 

1.2 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 2 of this thesis will describe on-chip inductor background including the loss 

mechanisms, e.g. metallic losses, substrate losses, affecting the quality factor of the inductor. 

This chapter will also discuss Si IC fabrication processes and numerical methods available in 

EM simulators. Chapter 3 will discuss available on-chip isolation techniques. Chapter 4 will 

present a customized stacked inductor design flow considerations and layout, including the 

simulation results using the full 3-D simulator HFSS to explore the inductance parameters such 

as Q factor, coupling efficient k and mutual inductance M in the presence of various isolation 
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techniques. Inductor performance variation due to the temperature variation will also be studied. 

Chapter 5 will review basic inductive peaking theory for amplifiers, and discuss simulation 

results. Chapter 6 will present the measurements of the inductors and the amplifiers. Chapter 7 

will summarize the thesis. 

1.3 Thesis Goals 

There were four major goals to this research: 

1. Provided detail design flow and considerations to build and model stacked inductors 

based on the understanding of the inductor background information 

2. In-depth isolation techniques study, including their advantages and disadvantages 

3. Measured some ultra compact stacked inductors that had been fabricated in IBM 

0.13um CMOS process in order to demonstrate the stacked inductor design techniques 

and model performance. 

4. Measured some common source amplifiers that had been fabricated in IBM 0.13um 

CMOS process. Used the measurement results to demonstrate that small stacked 

inductors could be used for inductive peaking amplifiers and provide good bandwidth 

enhancement while reducing chip area by a huge amount. 
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Chapter 2 On-chip Inductor Background 

Integrating high performance on-chip inductors is still a challenge in modern CMOS 

technology due to the high conducted of the substrate and the metal losses at high frequencies. 

In this chapter, the basic theory of on-chip inductors will be reviewed including the regular 

planar inductor structure and its parameters. Simple explanations for quality factor, self-

resonance frequency, mutual inductance, and coupling coefficient will be given. A brief 

introduction to the loss mechanisms present in an inductor in a CMOS technology will be given. 

Finally, the numerical methods in different EM simulators for inductor modeling will be 

presented. 

2.1 Basic Concepts of the On-chip Inductors 

On-chip inductors are widely used in CMOS radio frequency (RF) circuits, such as the low-

noise amplifiers (LNA), voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO), and power amplifiers. They are 

usually designed using a spiral structure, as shown in Figure 2-1 [7], which shows a typical 

layout of an on-chip spiral inductor. Each on-chip spiral inductor can be defined based on its 

design parameters, including the outer diameter d, the metal width w, the spacing between the 

wiring metal s, and the number of turn n. 

M'h Metal Layer 

« d • 

Figure 2-1: Layout and design parameters of an on-chip planar spiral inductor [7] 
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The main challenge when designing on-chip inductors is to find an area efficient layout 

that achieves adequate performance in terms of inductance, series resistance, maximum 

saturation current, coupling coefficient, Q factor, and self-resonance frequency^. 

2.1.1 The Quality Factor of Inductors 

For RF circuits design, the quality factor Q of an inductor is one of its most important 

characteristics since the Q of the inductor significantly affects the performance of the entire 

system, e.g. the gain/power ratio of the LNA, and the phase noise of the VCO. However, due to 

the loss mechanisms of the substrate and the thin metal layers in a standard CMOS process, to 

realize high-Q on-chip spiral inductors is one of the major challenges of CMOS RF research [7]. 

The quality factor Q of a passive circuit element is defined as 

Q = | I m ( Z M ) | 

^ |Re(Z ind)| V ' 

The higher the Q factor, the lower the loss of a passive device. Thus, ideal inductors and 

capacitors have infinite Q whereas practical devices have finite Q. The loss mechanisms of a 

standard CMOS process will be studied in the next section of this chapter. 

2.1.2 Self-resonance of Inductors 

Similar to the Q factor, the self-resonance frequency fres is also another important 

characteristic of on-chip inductors, especially for an inductive peaking implementation for 

high data rate broadband circuitry. In a peaking application, the inductors are in series with a 

resistor so Q is irrelevant. An inductor self-resonates at the frequency that its impedance 

becomes capacitive. In most of cases, the highest useful frequency of an inductor is much 

smaller than^es, usually only - of thefres, because the Q begins to fall off after fmax, which is 

the frequency when the maximum Q occurs, and Q equals zero a t ^ [ 7 ] . In Figure 2-2(a), 

the fres of the inductor is around 35.69 GHz and its maximum useful frequency is around 
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12.11 GHz, where there is 10% increase in the inductance compared to the inductance near 

DC. This inductor has a peak Q of 14.5. 

m8 
freq=2.300GHz 
L2=4.648E-10 

m6 
freq=20.40GHz 
Q2=14.471 

m9 
freq=12.11GHz: 
L2=5.200E-10 : 

m7 
freq=35.69GHz 
L2-1.103E-10 

20-1 

15 

10-

5 

0 -

- 5 -

-10 

-15-

-20 
IE9 

ma__ ̂ ^ m 9 
T 

1 
1E10 

freq. Hz 
<a) 

me 

w7 

— p l O E - 8 

f-S.OE-9 
t 
i-

H>0 

t 
[ -5.0E-9 

f 
\ -1.0E-8 

8E10 

m4 
freq=2.600GHz 
L=4.319E-10 

m2 
freq=96.10GHz 
L=2.195E-11 
10 

m5 
lreq=38.67GHz 
L=4.719E-10 

m3 
req=50.00GHz 
"'=5.221 

1E-9 

2E-9 

1E11 2E11 

freq. Hz 
(b) 

Figure 2-2: (a) an example characteristic of a planar inductor, (b) an example characteristic of a stacked 
inductor, where for both (a) and (b) the blue curve is the Q and the red curve is the inductance L 

Increasing fres is necessary when the frequency bands of the applications are increasing. 

The planar inductor has large area consumption, and results in long, wide interconnect wires 

among the passive and active components. Although the inductor's Q factor can be improved 

using a wider metal width, its fres will be decreased dramatically. Thus, this research is 

conduced to study the use of 3-D inductors, as shown at Figure 2-3, which can achieve similar 

inductance compared to a big planar inductor but with much smaller layout area, higher^, and 

lower Q. An example of the characteristic of the stacked inductor is shown in Figure 2-2(b), it 

has similar inductance as Figure 2-2(a), but thefres of the inductor is much higher around 96.1 

GHz and its useful bandwidth is 38.67 GHz, however the peak Q factor is only 5.2. 

^ 

Figure 2-3: Sample 3-D view of a staked square inductor 
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2.1.3 Mutual Inductance 

Mutual inductance, M, occurs between two inductors when one inductor's current changes 

and that change induces a voltage change in the second inductor. This important property 

allows transformers to work, but it can also cause unwanted coupling between conductors in a 

circuit. Mutual inductance can also be related to the inductor's with the coupling coefficient, k. 

The coupling coefficient is always between 1 and 0. It specifies the relationship between a 

certain orientations of inductor with arbitrary inductance. So for two nearby inductors with 

arbitrary inductance and orientations, their mutual inductance and coupling coefficient can be 

extracted from two-port network Z-parameters obtained from modeling or measurement data as 

the following [8]: 

= /mCZii) 
(A) 

L2 = iH^ld (2.3) 
<D 

/m(Z12>/m(Z21) 
-J/mCZuHmCZzz) v ' 

M = kjL^Ll (2.5) 

2.2 Loss Mechanisms 

In CMOS technology, an on-chip inductor suffers from metal and substrate losses [7]. The 

different loss mechanisms are shown in Figure 2-4 [9] and explained in the following 

subsections. 
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Figure 2-4: Loss mechanisms |9| 

2.2.1 Metal Loss 

Metal loss results from the current flowing through the series resistance of the inductor. At 

DC or low frequencies, the series resistance is determined mainly by the sheet resistance and 

the conductivity of the metal tracks [9]. With the rapid development of CMOS fabrication 

technologies, typically there are more than 6 metallization layers that can be used. A designer 

has the ability to make use of one or more metal tracks in parallel to reduce the sheet resistance. 

On the other hand, using a wider metal line can reduce the ohmic loss resulting in an increase 

in the capacitive loss and causing a decrease in Q and fres due to the larger metal-to-substrate 

capacitance [7]. Copper metallization also has been studied as a replacement for aluminum in 

order to increase the conductivity of the metal tracks and reduce the series resistance of 

integrated inductors. RF processes like the 0.18 îm CMOS process from UMC and the 0.13^m 

CMOS process from IBM, implement a thick top metal layer with higher conductivity to 

reduce the resistivity of the metal tracks and increase the quality factor of the integrated 

inductors [9]. 

At high frequencies, the current is not evenly distributed throughout the cross section of 

the metal tracks due to the skin effect and proximity effect (refer to Figure 2-4). In any metal 

track, the alternating current (AC) tends to be higher where the resistance is minimum; 
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however, due to the magnetic field that penetrates into the dielectric and substrate, electric 

fields move the current to the surface and the current is accumulated in the surface of the 

conductor. Hence, the current density will be less at the centre than the conductor surface [9]. 

This extra concentration of current at the surface is known as skin effect, causing the effective 

resistance (AC resistance) of the conductor to increase with frequency. A sample simulation 

result of current density using Maxwell SV [10] is shown below in Figure 2-5, which the 

copper track has a lO^m X 4 |j.m cross section. At higher frequencies, the surface current 

density is much higher than at the center. On the other hand, the proximity effect also increases 

the AC resistance of on-chip inductors at high frequencies due to the influence of the magnetic 

field created by a nearby conductor [11]. A sample simulation result shown in Figure 2-6 

explores the proximity effect. In Figure 2-6(a), the AC currents of two nearby conductors are 

flowing in the same direction; thus, the halves of the conductors in close proximity are cut by 

more magnetic flux lines than the remote halves. As a result, the current distribution is not even 

throughout the cross section, and a greater proportion of current is being carried by the remote 

halves. Conversely if the currents are in opposite directions, the halves in close proximity will 

carry the greater density of current as shown at Figure 2-6(b). The resulting current crowding is 

termed the proximity effect, which will significantly increase the AC resistance of the inductor. 

— 
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Figure 2-5: Current distribution for a lOum X 4 um copper line at different frequencies, a) 0.1GHz, 
b)6GHz, c) 12GHz, d) 18GHz, e) 24GHz, f) 30GHz 
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Figure 2-6: Proximity effect, a) current flowing in same direction, b) current flowing in opposite direction 

2.2.2 Substrate Loss 

The substrate loss also reduces the performance of the on-chip inductors at high 

frequencies. Typically the substrate resistivity of low-cost commercial CMOS is in the order of 

l-2Q-cm, which is considerably lower than the resistivity of bipolar and BiCMOS processes 

[12]. 

The dielectric stack between the different metal layers of an on-chip inductor and the 

conductive substrate creates parasitic capacitances, as shown in Figure 2-7(a). Having larger 

parasitic capacitances does not directly reduce the Q factor of the inductor but they do reduce 

the self-resonance frequency fres, such that the inductor starts behaving like a capacitor rather 

than an inductor above this frequency. In addition, the displacement currents, as shown in 

Figure 2-7(b), will couple through these metal-to-substrate parasitic capacitances into the 

conductive substrate where power is dissipated resulting in capacitive losses [9]. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2-7: (a) Metal-substrate parasitic capacitances, (b) Displacement currents due to the metal-substrate 

parasitic capacitances |8| 

Meanwhile, eddy currents in the substrate and in the inner most inductor turns cause 

additional power dissipation. A cross section of a circular inductor is shown in Figure 2-8 

[12] which shows the magnetic flux generated by the inductor current penetrating into the 

substrate and the inner most inductor turns and thereby inducing eddy currents. These eddy 

currents flow in the opposite direction to the current carried by the inductor, resulting in 

magnetic fields that oppose the change of the original magnetic field due to Lenz's law. 

Therefore, the ratio between the magnetic flux and the current in the spiral inductor will 

decrease, resulting in a lower inductance value. In addition, this phenomenon also 

diminishes the energy in the inductor as the overall magnetic flux decreases; hence, the Q 

factor of the inductor is lowered. Since CMOS substrates have a low resistivity, the eddy 

current effect is more significant than in other silicon processes [12]. 

Figure 2-8: Eddy currents [12] 
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2.3 Fabrication Process Background 

The need for high-performance passive elements has become increasingly important 

because the technology and integration requires high functionality and low cost for different 

applications. Understanding the IC fabrication process can help to use the features of a 

technology in order to design high-performance passive elements in a smaller area, with higher 

Q factor, or higher self-resonance frequency/^ for different applications. 

With the rapid development of CMOS fabrication technologies, the thickness of the 

silicon-oxide layer has been increased in order to provide more levels of metallization for 

higher integration and copper interconnects have been widely implemented to reduce the metal 

series resistance. Figure 2-9 shows the Cross section view of the IBM-0.13(xm CMOS process 

[13] as an example of an existing technology. The diagram shows 8 levels of metal, including 3 

layers of thin metal wiring (Ml, M2, and M3), 2 layers of thick metal (MQ and MG), and 3 RF 

wiring layers (LY, El, and MA). With the availability of the metallization options, using the 

thicker top-metal layers can help to design higher Q inductors for lower metal loss. On the 

other hand, lower level metals, such as M2, M3, MQ and MG, can be used to design 3-D 

stacked inductors with a smaller area and higher self-resonance frequency/-^. Hence, designers 

have a higher degree of freedoms to develop high performance miniature inductors. 

F1 bar vias 

• TaN 
l~l Polyimide 

• Nitride 

• Oxide 

• Tungsten 

• Aluminum 

l~l Copper 

f~l P-silicon 

• N-silicon 

Figure 2-9: Cross section view of IBM-0.13um CMOS 8 level metallization process [12] 
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2.4 Numerical Methods in EM Simulators 

To explore the performance of inductors, EM simulators are used, such as ADS 

momentum, Sonnet, and HFSS. These simulators use different computational electromagnetic 

(CEM) techniques to find solutions to Maxwell's equations for problems specified by a given 

geometry and material properties. In this case, stacked inductors designed in IBM 0.13|im 

CMOS technology will be modeled through these simulators and the results will be compared 

with measurements in a later chapter. Some material properties will not exactly match but the 

relative performance of the structures should be consistent. Two major electromagnetic 

computational methods are used by common EM simulator tools such as ADS momentum, 

Sonnet, and HFSS. 

Both Momentum and Sonnet use the Method of Moments (MoM). They are called "2.5-D" 

simulators because they have fields for three dimensions but the sources or currents of these 

fields are confined to a two dimensional plane [14]. Momentum uses the form? of MoM that 

assumes that substrates go to infinity in all directions, and uses an Integral Technique to solve 

the problem. Sonnet uses a form of MoM that assumes that the problem space is bounded by 

perfect electric conductor (PEC) walls, and because of this can use FFTs to compute the 

Green's function integral. The geometries in these two simulators are defined in layers from a 

planar point of view. The simulator focuses on the metal conductors on each plane and the 

dielectric stack is defined by thicknesses and electromagnetic properties [15]. 

On the other hand, HFSS is a fully 3-D simulator that utilizes the Finite Element Method 

(FEM). Simulators that are fully three dimensional have much more freedom to define the 

problem in space and are not restricted only to two dimensional planes. It is ideal for 

waveguides, antennas and other similar, real 3-D structures, such as stacked inductors since the 

metal thicknesses are different from one level to another. Simulators that are not fully 3-D have 

difficulty modeling these structures accurately [15]. 
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2.4.1 Methods of Moments 

The MoM is probably the most widely used numerical technique in RF CEM for antenna 

and passive component engineering. In the method of moments, the radiating/scattering 

structure is replaced by equivalent surface currents. This surface current is discretized into wire 

segments and/or surface patches, which are the meshes in the simulators. In a more 

homogeneous area of the structure the divisions can be larger and where large non-uniformities 

are present, there will be a denser mesh. This process is known as graded or irregular meshing. 

As an example, Figure 2-10 shows the mesh of a stacked inductor generated by ADS 

momentum, which is only the surface mesh. When using Momentum in ADS, since the mesh 

does not define inside the conductor and only on the surface, the metal tracks need to be 

defined as thick metal in order to explore the skin depth. A matrix equation is then derived, 

representing the effect of all the meshes on the surfaces of the structure. Then the matrixes are 

solved by using the free-space Green function. The relevant boundary condition is then applied 

to the whole Green functions yielding a set of linear equations. The solution of this linear 

system yields the current on each mesh. The resulting matrix which must be factored or used in 

an iterative solution scheme is fully populated, with complex valued entries. Typical matrix 

dimensions range from some hundreds for small antenna problems to several thousand - the 

upper limit is imposed by computational limitations, either limited memory and/or excessive 

run-time [16]. 
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Figure 2-10: An example of a stacked inductor mesh in ADS momentum 
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Using MoM has several advantages, such as efficient treatment for perfectly or highly 

conducting surfaces. Only the surface is meshed; no "air region" around the antenna need be 

meshed. So it is good for patch antennas, planar inductors and inter-digititated capacitors, etc. 

The MoM automatically incorporates the "radiation condition" - i.e. the correct behavior on the 

far field effect. This is very important when dealing with radiation or scattering problems, such 

as antennas, coupling from nearby structures, etc. The MoM uses the current density as a 

working variable; hence, it is able to derive the expressions of impedance, losses, gain, and 

radiation patterns, etc for antennas and passive components via numerical integration. Efficient 

formulations can be derived for stratified media, such as printed circuit boards, microstrips, and 

printed antennas, etc [16]. 

On the other hand, there are also some disadvantages with using MoM. First of all, the 

MoM does not handle electromagnetically penetrable materials as well as differential equation 

formulations. Thus, if materials are homogeneous, equivalent surface current formulations is a 

sufficient, but for real 3-D structure, such as stacked inductors, which is constructed with 

inhomogeneous dielectric materials, equivalent volumetric currents are required to solve the 

problem faster and more accurately. In addition, the MoM does not scale gracefully with 

frequency for typical applications requiring a surface mesh. Doubling the frequency can result 

in an increase in the run-time by 64 times. This is a major problem present in all the 

computational methods, although the details do vary slightly from method to method. For a 

MoM volumetric mesh, required by 3-D structure, the scaling of the mesh is much larger; this 

has limited the application of MoM for 3-D structure EM computation [16]. 

In conclusion, the MoM is the preferred method for frequency domain radiation and 

scattering problems involving perfectly or highly conducting wires and/or surfaces. If the 

problem involves inhomogeneous dielectric materials, it is unlikely to be the best formulation, 

but if hybridized with the FEM a very efficient formulation can result [16]. 
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2.4.2 Finite Element Method 

Unlike MoM, FEM handles inhomogeneous materials and complex 3-D structures; hence, 

it deals with the problems in more complicated mesh generation rather than in electromagnetic 

theory [16]. The unknown field of the 3-D object is discretized using a finite element mesh 

rather than just meshes on the surfaces. An example in Figure 2-11 (number is strange) shows 

the meshes of a stacked inductor generated by HFSS, which is much more complicated than the 

meshes on the object's surfaces. Typically, triangular elements are used for surface meshes and 

tetrahedrons for volumetric meshes as shown in Figure 2-11, although many other types of 

elements are available. In addition, triangles and tetrahedrons are the simplest geometrical 

forms with which two-dimensional and three-dimensional regions respectively can be meshed 

[16]. 

Using FEM has several advantages. First of all, it is a very straightforward treatment of 

complex geometries and material in homogeneities. Secondly, it can easily handle the 

dispersive materials that have frequency-dependent properties. Moreover, potentially it has 

better frequency scaling than the MoM, although the requirement to mesh a volume rather than 

a surface will generate a much larger number of unknowns in the problem. It is also a 

straightforward extension to higher-order basis functions. In a simulator, this option can be 

enabled to obtain more accurate numerical results at the cost of computational complexity and 

time. It is also possible to use conformal elements to better approximate curved geometries [16]. 

Figure 2-11: An example of stacked inductor mesh in HFSS 
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On the other hand, there are also some disadvantages with using FEM [24]. It is an 

inefficient treatment of highly conducting radiators when compared to the MoM due to the 

requirement to have some mesh between the radiator and the absorber. The FEM meshes can 

become very complex for large three-dimensional structures; indeed, some designers have 

reported mesh generation times starting to exceed solution time [16]. 

In conclusion, the FEM is the preferred method for microwave device and 3-D structures 

simulation, such as waveguides, antennas, and stacked inductors etc. Using FEM/MoM hybrids, 

scattering problems involving electromagnetically penetrable media and specialized antenna 

problems can be accurately and efficiently solved [16]. 
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Chapter 3 On-chip Isolation Techniques 

On-chip isolation has significant impact on IC performances due to higher integration 

levels, higher frequencies, and tighter specifications for present and future products. Higher 

integration results in more transistors switching, and thus, more noise creation. In addition, it 

also puts on-chip antennas, inductors, and other noisy and sensitive components together on the 

same chip that were on separate chips in the past. At higher frequencies noise can couples more 

easily from place to place through the low resistivity substrate, and isolation provided by wells 

is reduced. With the tighter specifications of new products and the increased radiations of the 

circuit components due to coupling at high frequencies, the RF designer must be both 

knowledgeable and creative to find an effective solution for maximizing on-chip isolation [17]. 

Understanding of the impact of process technology, grounding effects, guard rings, 

shielding, and decoupling is necessary to optimize isolation. This section reviews some of the 

issues of current techniques that affect on-chip isolation. The challenge in addressing this 

concept is that most of the effects are interdependent [17]. 

3.1 Shallow Trench Isolation 

Shallow trench isolation (STI), also known as the "Box Isolation Technique", is an 

integrated circuit feature which prevents electrical current leakage between adjacent 

semiconductor device components. STI has become the standard isolation structure for sub-

micron silicon CMOS technologies since 1996, and was first used in 0.25nm CMOS process 

[18]. STI is created early during the semiconductor device fabrication process, before 

transistors are formed. As shown in Figure 3-1 [18], the key steps of the STI process involve 

etching a pattern of trenches in the silicon, depositing one or more dielectric materials, such as 

silicon dioxide, to fill the trenches, and removing the excess dielectric using a technique such 

as chemical-mechanical planarization. Hence the devices or groups surround by the higher 
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resistance trench region can be isolated from other parts of the chip in order to reduce noise or 

signal coupling through the substrate. 
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Figure 3-1: Sample process sequence of shallow-trench isolation in 0.25u.m CMOS technology (18] 

Meanwhile, rather than etch and fill a silicon dioxide region to form the STI, some 

technologies, such as the IBM-0.13um CMOS process, use an additional mask to block P-well 

and N-well implants from the mask region to create regions of high resistivity to form the STI. 

Figure 3-2 [13] shows the process cross section and mask levels of the additional layer 

structure to form the STI. The green region is the low-doped region, which creases the p-well 

implant block shape on the additional lithography mask. As a result, integrating an on-chip 

inductor above the STI region can reduce the eddy current effect due to the high resistivity. For 

the kit inductors, this option is always incorporated; however, for customized inductors, 

designers need to enable this option and use it in order to reduce the eddy current effect. 
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Figure 3-2: Cross section of additional mask to form the STI [13] 
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3.2 Guard Rings 

Digital circuits generate significant switching noise, which is coupled into the substrate 

through the source/drain junction capacitances, bulk terminals, and wiring. This noise signal 

can travel through the substrate, where it is introduced into sensitive analog circuits though 

various paths. This phenomenon is much more severe at high frequencies in that not only the 

switching noise will couple to the passive components through the low resistive substrate 

resulting in lower Q factor, but the noise will also radiate from the inductors to the other 

circuitry on the chip. Thus, guard rings around a sensitive circuit help to decouple noise from 

the circuit and ensure that noise will couple equally into both sides of a differential design; in 

addition, guard rings around a noise source provide a low-resistance path to AC ground for the 

noise and help minimize the amount of noise injected into the substrate [17]. 

The guard ring technique consists in placing biased P+ or N+ diffusion regions 

surrounding the core analog/RF circuitry, which is required to connect to a quiet ground. As 

shown in Figure 3-3, the red rings represent the substrate contacts, which are connected to 

ground or the negative power supply if the substrate is not at ground. The ST1 region is shown 

in green between the two substrate rings. For an inductor, the guard ring is usually placed at a 

distance of about five line widths away [17]. The efficiency of guard rings depends on the noise 

frequency and package inductance. 
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Figure 3-3: Sample guard rings isolation structure 
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3.3 Guard Ring with Gaussian Side Walls 

The traditional planar on-chip inductor is made using top level metals in order to enhance 

the Q factor. If adding a guard ring using the top level metal to the planar inductor, the routing 

of the inductor will not be able to use the top level metal and also will make the routing 

complicated. However, it is unnecessary to add top level metal to reduce the noise and coupling 

effects. However, for the small stacked inductors, 3-D inductors that are made by low level 

metals, adding Gaussian side walls (GSW) surround the stacked inductors can help to further 

reduce their coupling effects, which is extending the idea from guard rings around a noise 

source to provide a low-resistance path to AC ground for the noise and help minimize the 

amount of noise injected into the substrate. Since the stacked inductors have multiple levels of 

metal, Gaussian side walls can provide a more efficient AC ground to different metal levels. 

Hence, signals will be further isolated from outside. The height of the side walls can be built by 

stack up the metals from the guard ring and through the vias to one level higher than the 

inductor top level metal. In simulation, the GSW is simply to copper wall instead of multi-level 

metals and vias, as shown in Figure 3-4. 

Figure 3-4: Single ended inductors with Gaussian side walls isolation 

Base on simulations, this technique has advantages in maximizing the isolation with 

minimum chip area. However, it still slightly degrades the Q factor and inductance since 

there are additional parasitic capacitance between the inductor metals and the Gaussian side 

walls. 
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3.4 Patterned Ground Shielding 

Proper shielding for a sensitive signal line or a passive component is considered an 

effective analog/RF IC layout technique in order to reduce the noise coupling and substrate 

losses. The challenge is to determine the appropriate shield layer, bias potential, and layout 

pattern. Sensitive signal buses are often laid out with AC signal and shield lines to prevent 

crosstalk through lateral and fringing electric fields (i.e. using a slow wave structure or 

coplanar wave guide). Hence, in order to isolate the coupling from the signal lines to the 

substrate, n-well or diffusion layers can be placed under the lines to prevent noise coupling [17]. 

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, on-chip inductors usually occupy substantial die area and 

thus are susceptible to coupling through the substrate. In order to reduce this substrate loss, a 

shield with low level metal layers or polysilicon layers can be built to block electromagnetic 

energy from coupling to the substrate. Due to the proximity effect of the inductor and the shield, 

if a solid metal shield is used, this will also allow the image eddy currents to flow in the shield; 

hence it will reduce the Q factor. As a result, the ground shield must be patterned, as in the 

examples shown in Figure 3-5. A patterned ground shield (PGS) only allows shield currents to 

flow perpendicular to the conductive paths of a spiral inductor, thereby preventing the majority 

of eddy currents which flow parallel to the device, reducing the substrate losses and enhancing 

the Q. However, as the distance from the inductor to the ground terminal are reduced, the 

shielding increases parasitic capacitance; thus causing the inductor's self-resonant frequency to 

drop significantly. For best performance, the patterned ground shield should be placed far away 

from the inductor, but remain above the substrate [19]. Typically, using the polysilicon layer 

will be a better choice than other low level metal layers. 
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Figure 3-5: Example shapes of patterned ground shield, (a) & (c) Metal-1, (b) & (d) Poly 

3.5 Gaussian Top Ground Plane 

The traditional planar on-chip inductor is made with top level metals and needs to be 

"hollow" in order to enhance the Q factor. Hence, in general there is no circuit or wire routing 

underneath a big planar inductor. However, when building a small stacked inductor using low 

level metals, it is possible to reduce circuit area by placing wire routing on top of the stacked 

inductors. Therefore, modeling a stacked inductor using low level metals with a Gaussian top 

ground plane (GTGP), which can be used to explore the effect of the inductor with metal filled 

on top or with an AC ground path on top. Figure 3-6 shows two stacked inductors in IBM 

0.13nm CMOS technology side by side with MA metals on top and the MA metals are 

connecting to ground. As the distance D is reduced and the top ground plane MA moves toward 

the stacked inductor, the coupling coefficient and mutual inductance is reduced by trading off 

the inductance and the Q factor. By careful modeling, the change in the metal thickness by 
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using different level metals stacked up for the top ground plane, the unwanted mutual 

inductance can be dramatically reduced by trading off small amount of the inductor 

performance. Therefore, modeling stacked inductors with metal filled on top or with AC 

ground paths on top can also minimize the chip area while maximizing the isolation for desired 

performance of a design. 
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Figure 3-6: example of two stacked inductors with metal ground plane on top (a) 2-D view, (b) 3-D view 
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Chapter 4 Multispiral Stacked Inductor Design 

Since the first stacked spiral inductor was proposed by H. J. Finlay in 1985 [20], many 

research and development activities had been conducted in order to implement the stacked 

spiral inductors in different applications by trading off the area, Q factor, and self-resonance 

frequency fres. The general idea of the stacked inductors is that of multi-level inductors 

connected in series; hence, strong mutual coupling from the stacked up structure happen to 

allow the generation of the same inductance in less silicon area as compared to planar inductors. 

In broadband high speed circuit design, a larger number of inductors are necessary for 

bandwidth enhancement. In order to reduce the cost for silicon area, stacked inductors are 

necessary, and in a peaking application, the inductors are in series with a resistor so Q is 

irrelevant. 

In this chapter, the geometries of stacked inductors will be first discussed for trade-offs 

between area, Q factor, and self-resonance frequency. After that, the stacked inductor design 

procedures through the basic modeling in ASITIC. Then the compact equivalent model for 

simulation will be presented. Finally, different on-chip isolation techniques will be discussed in 

order to maximize the isolation in the smallest silicon area. The contribution for this chapter is 

included the new compact stacked inductor design flow and comparison between the stacked 

inductor simulation and measurement results. 

4.1 Geometries of Multispiral Stacked Inductors 

4.1.1 General Geometries of Multisprial Stacked Inductor 

In general, the geometry of the multispiral stacked inductor could be squared, hexagonal, 

octagon, circular, etc, depending on the permitted angle between the metal tracks dictated by 
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the fabrication technology used. As an example, Figure 4-1 shows three inductors with 

different geometries. 

In the same area with the same metal width, spacing, number of turns, and outer dimension, 

octagonal and circular geometries require less metal length to achieve the same number of turns. 

Thus series resistance is compressed and Q factor improved. On the other hand, the square 

shaped inductor will be the most area efficient. For example, for a square area on the wafer, a 

square shape will utilize 100% of the area, whereas hexagonal, octagonal and circular shapes 

use 65%, 82.8% and 78.5% respectively [21]. In an inductive peaking application, with the 

inductor in series with a resistor, having more inductance is more important than having higher 

Q factor; thus, the square shaped stacked inductor should be used in order to be area efficient 

with slightly lower self-resonant frequency due to higher parasitic capacitance. Square spirals, 

which have 90 degree segments, are more commonly found in earlier fabricated circuits due to 

difficulties in non-Manhattan geometries in design layout tools and fabrication foundries. 

Square spiral geometry was chosen for the research of this thesis because of the ease of its 

design. 

Figure 4-1: Examples of squared, octagonal, and circular multispiral stacked inductors 

4.1.2 Square Tapered Multisprial Stacked Inductor 

The square tapered geometry is shown in Figure 4-2(a) that has constant spacing but the 

metal width is tapered continuously in a linear fashion, which is designed to minimize the 

current constriction at high frequency. 
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Figure 4-2: (a) top-view and (b) 3-D view of a three-turn tapered stacked inductor 

Current crowding due to the skin effect and proximity effect causes non-uniform current 

flows at high frequency. Since at high frequency current crowding limits the current to the 

outer edges of the conductors, metal width does not have strong influence on minimizing the 

metal losses as at low frequency. Moreover, the magnetic field is strongest in the center of a 

spiral and thus the time-varying magnetic field produces eddy currents of greatest strength in 

the inner turns [21]. For these two reasons, decreasing the metal width of the inner turns and to 

effectively move these turns closer to the outer edge can reduce the eddy current effect to the 

inner turns. Furthermore, tapering can be an effective means of increasing the self-resonance 

frequency of a device by decreasing the cross-sectional area of the device [21]. 

4.2 Initial Stacked Inductor Design in ASITIC 

4.2.1 Introduction to ASITIC 

ASITIC, Analysis and Simulation of Spiral Inductors and Transformers for ICs, is a CAD 

tool for the RF circuit designer to analyze, model, and optimize passive and interconnect metal 

structures residing on a lossy conductive substrate. This includes inductors, transformers, 

capacitors, transmission lines, interconnect, and substrate coupling analysis [22]. ASITIC 

allows the circuit designer to plan and optimize the layout of a chip in the presence of magnetic 

and electrical interaction and coupling through the substrate and oxide layers of the IC, such as 
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eddy current losses due to the conductive substrate, skin effect and proximity effects, or eddy 

currents in the metallization [22]. 

ASITIC performs fast 2-D and 3-D method of moment simulations to model the given 

structure of the passive components. The calculations are performed an order of magnitude 

faster than general EM analysis tools. As an initial design tool, ASITIC has been demonstrated 

to be sufficiently accurate to estimate the inductance, Q factor, series resistance, and the self-

resonance frequency^ of a planar spiral inductor [23], [24]. For a multispiral stacked inductor, 

ASITIC can be used to estimate the inductance, which is quite accurate compared to the 

simulation results in Momentum and HFSS; however, the trend of the Q factor and self-

resonance frequency fres are usually over estimated for a 3-D structure. As a result, a 3-D 

simulator such as HFSS is necessary in order to explore the parasitic in a 3-D environment for 

more accurate estimation of the stacked inductor performance; and this will be discussed in 

next section. 

4.2.2 Design Considerations using ASITIC 

ASITIC uses a technology file that describes the substrate and metal layers of the process 

[22]. An example of an IBM 0.13(xm CMOS technology file for ASITIC is shown in Appendix 

A. In ASITIC, a stacked inductor can only be designed as a square shaped structure, but this is 

good enough for an area efficient design. The designers are able to vary the number of stacked 

layers, the inductor's outer dimension, the metal width, the number of turns, and the spacing 

between turns, in order to optimize tradeoffs between area, Q factor and self-resonance 

frequency/^. 

The tradeoffs for design considerations on ASITIC can be summarized as: 

(1) For a given driving current constrain, minimum metal width that can handle the 

operating current will be the first consideration for a design that has minimum area and 

the highest self-resonance frequency. 
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(2) For a given inductance value, increasing the number of stacked layers will result in 

more mutual inductance and therefore smaller area, but will increase the series 

resistance. 

(3) Increasing the metal width of the inductor will decrease DC resistance, but will increase 

area and capacitance; thus, the self-resonance frequency^-

(4) Increasing the number of turns also increases mutual inductance, and therefore will 

result in smaller area, but will increase parasitic capacitances due to the larger area 

overlap to the substrate. 

(5) Minimum spacing can be used to provide maximum coupling between the turns 

resulting in a smaller number of turns for higher inductance, but will increase the metal 

loss due to the proximity effect. The trade-off of using minimum spacing and smaller 

turns will depends on decreasing the amount parasitic capacitance between the metal to 

the substrate and the parasitic capacitance from the turn by turn metal tracks. 

Thus, designing a stacked-inductor in ASITIC is an iterative process, but it is much faster 

than designing in a 3-D EM simulator. As mentioned in section 2.1, in most cases, the highest 

useful frequency of an inductor is much smaller than fres, usually only 1/3 of the fres, but 

ASITIC usually will over estimate^ by 30% for a small stacked inductor structure based on 

simulation comparisons to momentum and HFSS. Designers should be aware of this and design 

the stacked inductor for high enough^ in this initial estimation. 

For inductive peaking applications, inductor area should be minimized and self-resonance 

frequency fres should be maximized at the expense of slightly higher series resistance. Once the 

layout of a stacked inductor is created, the layout can be exported in CIF format from ASITIC, 

and imported into Cadence [34]. The designers can also export the stacked inductor layout from 

Cadence as a GDS II stream format, and import into ADS layout and HFSS to perform more 

accurate simulations in order to explore the broadband performance of the stacked inductor. 

The modeling procedures in ADS and HFSS are shown to Appendix-C. 
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4.3 Compact Inductor Models 

A compact inductor equivalent circuit is necessary for both frequency domain and transient 

simulations in order to prevent long simulation times associated with the EM simulators while 

still modeling all the relevant energy loss mechanisms. It is essential to produce successful 

circuit design since inadequate capacitance modeling of an inductor leads to poor prediction of 

the self-resonance frequency,^; in addition, when applied to LC tuned circuits, the center 

frequencies may shift by 10% or more due to incorrect modeling [25]. Hence, a variety of 

equivalent circuit have been developed attempting to accurately model all of these concerns. 

In ASITIC, once the layout of an inductor is created, it will generate a simple TC model of 

the inductor for a specified frequency, as shown in Figure 4-3. However, this is only a narrow

band model and only valid for a particular frequency. Hence, additional work needs to be done 

in order to obtain a broadband model of an inductor for circuit design. For low-gigahertz 

applications, a single JI broadband model shown in Figure 4-4 [26] may be sufficient to present 

the behavior of an on-chip spiral inductor. This model has the advantage of using the minimum 

possible number of circuit elements to reduce the complexity of the model. In order to create 

this single TI broadband model, many of the narrow-band n models in Figure 4-3 can be 

generated for different frequencies in ASITIC and then reconstructed in Cadence. Using 

Spectre's S-parameter analysis, the four S-parameters (Sn, S21, S12, S22) can be calculated for 

each narrow-band model; and then circuit s-parameters can be imported into HSPICE and using 

the bisection optimization method to curve fit the single n broadband model [27]. 

'VW 

Csl 

Rsl 

Cs2 

Rs2 

Figure 4-3: ASITIC narrow band inductor model 
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Figure 4-4: Broadband inductor jr-model [26] 

As the frequencies of application become higher and higher, a single n model is inadequate 

since half of the capacitance of the inductor in Figure 4-4 is connected to a small-signal ground. 

Instead, the distributed nature of the spiral structure is better described by the double- JI model, 

as shown in Figure 4-5 [25]. 

J*VKM T^std> •Rsufc3 -rCsuM RsubZ S CswM T 

Figure 4-5: Compact double-n model of on-chip inductors [25] 

Although the double-re model in Figure 4-5 accounts for better modeling of the behaviors 

for the on-chip spiral inductor, it is still not sufficiently accurate to capture the strong coupling 

effect of the multi-level metal stack inductors. A modified double-ji model of on-chip 

inductors from [28], as shown in Figure 4-6, provides a better matched for performance 
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associate with different types of parasitic effects compared to the original double-71 model in 

Figure 4-6 up to 100GHz. 

o 
Port pt I }k\R* 

*tR$ub} -r^subl 

•pi Rpi 

TCaa *"JWlr-' 

M R, 

O 
Port 

1 * 
\Rsubi -rCsubl RsubZ $ Cst&Z-r 

Figure 4-6: Modified double-n model of on-chip inductors [28] 

For the model in Figure 4-7, two single loops (Lei, Mi, Rei) and (Le2, M2, Rei) are used to 

model the effect of eddy currents induced within the heavily doped substrate for low cost 

silicon based technologies of CMOS. However, when modeling an inductor in an RF CMOS 

process with a lightly doped Si-substrate for which such eddy-current effects are normally 

insignificant and these two loops can be removed. Moreover, two series L-R branches (Lpi, Rpi) 

and (LP2, Rpi) and two inductors Lsi and LS2 are employed to model the skin and proximity 

effects. The three-element C-R-C oxide-substrate models account for the capacitive substrate 

coupling. C0x in the three-element model denotes the oxide capacitance, which can be 

partitioned into three parts Coxi, C0X2, and Coxs. The parallel capacitance Cp accounts for the 

capacitive effects between metal windings and capacitance between each layer of the on-chip 

inductor. Finally, Re is added into the conventional double-71 model for the conductor loss 

arising from the magnetic field generated through the substrate return path under high 

frequency [28]. 

ADS optimization tools can implement the modified double-71 model to do the curve fitting 

automatically. An example of using this method for the curve fitting for a stacked inductor is 
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shown in Figure 4-7 and shows that the double-71 model results are very close to the simulation 

results for frequencies up to 100 GHz. 
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Figure 4-7: Sample stacked inductor broadband model curve fitting results using the modified double-n 
model of on-chip inductors 

4.4 Stacked Inductor Simulation Results 

The two stacked inductors implemented in this work's test chip have been simulated using 

HFSS using different isolation techniques. The simulation results will be presented in this 

section. Figure 4-8(a) shows the annotated layout of a stacked inductor, which has an 

inductance value of approximately 248pH, using 4 layers of metal (M5 to M2), with outer 

dimensions of 9.5umx9.5nm, 1.5 turns, a trace metal width of 1.9(im, and spacing of 0.6nm; 

similarly, a second layout of a stacked inductor is shown in Figure 4-8(b), with an inductance 

value of approximately 430pH, 3 metals stacked layers (M5 to M3), 20n.mx20|j.m outer 

dimension, 2 turns, 2um metal width, and 2|im spacing. 
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T 
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Figure 4-8: Two stacked inductors layout (a) 248pH and (b) 430pH 

4.4.1 Two-port Simulation Results in HFSS 

Figure 4-9 and 4-10 show the Q and L for the two stacked inductors presented in Figure 4-

8 using two-port characterization, including inductors with and without patterned ground 

shields. Simulation results show that both stacked inductors have larger inductance values 

when the PGSs are not applied. However, the increasing in Q and the decreasing in L of the 

stacked inductors are not significant when the PGSs are applied. 

The Q factor for the inductors presented here only increases slightly, which may be due to 

the fact that low level metallization used here is much thinner than the top level metals and the 

use of narrow metal width. As a result, the series resistance of the inductor increase; hence, 

reducing the Q factor, but the smaller cross sectional area will also reduce the uneven current 

distribution due to the skin effect and proximity effect where the center of the conductor is 

much closer to the surface. In addition, the stacked inductor has a very small center opening 

comparing to a traditional "hollow" planar inductor, the substrate loss will not be significant for 

the small stacked inductors. 

According to Figure 4-9 and 4-10, the inductances for each set of inductors are almost the 

same. This is due to the much smaller overlap region of the inductor and the PGS compared to 

the planar inductors that have much larger overlap area. The inductance values are decreased 

when PGSs are applied. Specifically, if an Ml PGS is used, the distance between the inductor 

metal layers is minimized resulting in largest additional parasitic capacitance; hence, 

decreasing the inductance when compared to inductors that use a poly based PGS. 
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Figure 4-9: Compared the Q and L of the 248pH stacked inductor with Ml or poly PGS 
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Figure 4-10: Compared the Q and L of the 430pH stacked inductor with Ml or poly PGS 
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4.4.2 One-port Simulation Results in HFSS 

Two identical single ended stacked inductors were placed as shown in Figure 4-11. These 

inductors were used to explore the coupling effect of stacked inductors with different isolation 

techniques as mention in Section 3.3 to 3.5. Figure 4-12 to 4-15 compare the Q, L, coupling 

coefficient k and mutual inductance M of the 430pH stacked inductor with different isolation 

techniques respectively, including the reference structure (guard ring only), poly PGS, Ml PGS, 

LY top Gaussian top ground plane, and Gaussian side wall. Table 1 summarizes the 

performance of the 430pH stacked inductors, including the L, Qpeak, self-resonance fres, 

coupling coefficient k and mutual inductance M. 

The summary results show that adding a PGS to the small stacked inductor has no 

significant effect on the Q factor, which is similar to the two port simulation results. The top 

available metal ground plane LY, and GSW techniques provide similar isolation performance 

to reduce coupling effects in the stacked inductor. However, the LY top techniques reduce the 

Q, L and the self-resonance^, by 10% or more; whereas, the GSW techniques only reduce the 

Q factor by about 2%, the inductance L and the self-resonance^ is also reduced by about 10%. 

Therefore, the use of PGS is not necessary recommended for the super compact stacked 

inductor, and the GSW can be chosen to provide maximum isolation for certain application 

with no significant effect on the Q, L and the self-resonance^. 

Figure 4-11: Two single ended 430pH stacked inductors place side by side 
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Table 1: Performance summary of the 430pH stacked inductors with different isolation 

Isolation 

L(pH) @ 30GHz 

L (%) 

/ r e j(GHz) 

fres (%) 

Vpeak 

Qpeak (%) 

k @ 30GHz 

k(%) 

M(pH)@30GHz 

M (%) 

Nothing 

417.87 

ref 

101 

ref 

6.326 

ref 

0.04097 

ref 

17.13 

ref 

Poly PGS 

407.74 

-2.425 

98.8 

-2.178 

6.571 

3.870 

0.03917 

-4.4 

15.92 

-7 

M l PGS 

377.85 

-9.578 

96.8 

-4.158 

6.471 

2.289 

0.03594 

-12.3 

13.57 

-21 

LYtop 

368.05 

-11.923 

91.2 

-9.703 

5.503 

-13.014 

0.02441 

-40.4 

9.01 

-47 

GSW 

385.83 

-7.668 

93.8 

-7.129 

6.176 

-2.371 

0.02244 

-45 

8.66 

-49 

8 

6 

4 
a 

2 

0 

-2 
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Freq (GHz) 

Figure 4-12: Simulated Q of the 430pH stacked inductor with different isolation schemes 
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Figure 4-13: Simulated L of the 430pH stacked inductor with different isolation schemes 
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Figure 4-14: Simulated k of the 430pH stacked inductor with different isolation techniques 
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Figure 4-15: Simulated M of the 430pH stacked inductor with different isolation techniques 

As mentioned in section 3.5 and Figure 3-6 (a), when the distance D from the GTGP to the 

inductor is reduced, the coupling coefficient k and mutual inductance M will be reduced by 

decreasing in the inductance L and the Q factor. Figure 4-16 shows the simulated Q and L of 

the 430pH stacked inductor with GTGP isolation, which has significant effect on the Q and L 

by changing the distance D of the top ground plane from the metal LY to top metal MA. 

.00 50.00 100.00 
Freq (GHz) 

Figure 4-16: Simulated Q and L of the 430pH stacked inductor with GTGP isolation 
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Figure 4-17 shows that as the top ground plane moves closer to the inductor by reducing 

the dielectric isolation between these metal layers, the self-resonance frequency, L, and peak Q 

are also reduced dramatically. On the other hand, the coupling coefficient k and mutual 

inductance M are reduced by about 47% as shown in Figure 4-18. 

o.oo ' '2.66 ' '4.66 ' '6.66 ' '8.66 ' io.66' '12.06' '14. 
GTGPJMstance lyrnj 

00 

Figure 4-17: Self-resonance frequency, L, and peak Q of the 430pH stacked inductors with GTGP isolation 
vs. distance of the TGP 

0.022 
4.0o 6.66 ' '8.66 ' '16.06' '12.66' ' 14.66' 'le.'oo' ' is. 

GTGP_Distanoe [urn] 
00 

Figure 4-18: Coupling coefficient k and mutual inductance M of the 430pH stacked inductors with GTGP 
isolation vs. distance of the TGP at 30 GHz 
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Figure 4-19 shows the simulated Q and L values of the 430pH stacked inductor with GSW 

isolation that the height of the Gaussian side wall increased from the guard ring to the same 

height of the stack inductor. As shown in Figure 4-20, the use of GSW isolation has less effect 

on the Q, L and fres of the stacked inductor compared to the use of GTGP isolation. According 

to Figure 4-21, the coupling coefficient k and mutual inductance M also can be reduced by 

about 49% showing that this technique is similar to the GTGP isolation technique. 

50.00 'iod.oo' 

FreqlGHzJ 

Figure 4-19: Simulated Q and L of the 430pH stacked inductor with GSW isolation 
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Figure 4-20: Self-resonance frequency, L, and peak Q of the 430pH stacked inductors with GSW isolation 
vs. thickness of the GSW 
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Figure 4-21: Coupling coefficient k and mutual inductance M of the 430pH stacked inductors with GSW 
isolation vs. distance of the TGP at 30 GHz 

4.4.3 Inductor Variation with Temperature 

The simulation results shown in Figure 4-22 to 4-27 are valid for temperature variation 

from -40°C to 100°C where the metal and substrate conductivities have been changed according 

to their temperature coefficients of conductivity, refer to Appendix F. The corresponding 

conductivity, as calculated by: 

Of 
CTT' l+a(T-T') (4.1) 

Where: aTr is the electrical conductivity at a common temperature, T 

aT is the electrical conductivity at a measured temperature, T 

a is the temperature compensation slope of the material, 

T is the measured absolute temperature, 

T is the common temperature. 

The Q factor decreases with an increase in temperature over the frequency range presented 

here. In contrast, inductance changes little over temperature. The behavior of Q with 

temperature is caused by the increase in resistivity of the inductor metallization and the 

conductivity of the substrate. 
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Figure 4-22: Simulated Q and L of the 248pH stacked inductor without PGS vs. Freq with varying 
temperature 
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Figure 4-23: Simulated Q and L of the 248pH stacked inductor with Ml-PGS vs. Freq with varying 
temperature 
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Figure 4-24:: Simulated Q and L of the 248pH stacked inductor with Poly-PGS vs. Freq with varying 
temperature 
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Figure 4-25: Simulated Q and L of the 430pH stacked inductor without PGS vs. Freq with varying 
temperature 
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Figure 4-26: Simulated Q and L of the 430pH stacked inductor with Ml-PGS vs. Freq with varying 
temperature 
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Figure 4-27: Simulated Q and L of the 430pH stacked inductor with Poly-PGS vs. Freq with varying 
temperature 

Figure 4-28 and 4-33 summarizes the self-resonance fres, Qpeak, and Qpeak frequency of the 

two stacked inductors vs. the temperature from -40°C to 100°C. Table 2 below summarizes the 
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variation in percentages based on Figure 4-28 and 4-33, using room temperature 25°C as the 

reference point. This summary shows consistency in the variation of inductor performance due 

to temperature effects. The self-resonance^ was not changed significantly (about 1%). The 

peak Q changed from -9% to 6.7% as shown in Table 2, but its absolute values only changes by 

less than 1. When these inductors were placed in series with a resistor, the resulting change in 

Q does not have a significant effect on the amplifier performances. Meanwhile, the peak Q 

frequency changes around -4% to 3%. 

Table 2: Performance summary of stacked inductors with different PGS in percentage for temperature 
variation from -40°C to 100°C 

PGS type 

No 

Poly 

Ml 

No 

Poly 

Ml 

L 

248pH 

248pH 

248pH 

430pH 

430pH 

430pH 

Jres 

-0.5% to 0.6% 

-1.2% to 0.9% 

-0.8% to 0.9% 

-0.9% to 0.7% 

-0.7% to 0.6% 

-1.0% to 0.8% 

"peak 

-7.7% to 6.1% 

-6.7% to 5.7% 

-6.7% to 4.2% 

-8.5% to 6.7% 

-8.1% to 6.5% 

-9.2% to 3.9% 

Qpeak Freq 

-3.5% to 2.6% 

-3.5% to 2.9% 

-5.1% to 2.9% 

-3.0% to 2.2% 

-3.7% to 1.0% 

-2.6% to 3.2% 

145.5 

- , 145 
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Figure 4-28: Self-resonance frequency of the 248pH stacked inductors vs. temperature 
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Figure 4-29: Self-resonance frequency of the 430pH stacked inductors vs. temperature 
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Figure 4-30: Maximum Q factor of the 248pH stacked inductors vs. temperature 
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Figure 4-33: Maximum Q factor frequency of the 430pH stacked inductors vs. temperature 

In conclusions, the geometries of stacked inductors have been studied in this chapter. The 

stacked inductor design procedures and considerations through the basic modeling in ASITIC 

are presented. The coupling effects of various isolation techniques to the stacked inductor have 

been studied. Simulation results show that adding PGS to the small stacked inductor has no 

significant effect on the Q factor. Hence, the PGS is not necessary for the super compact 

stacked inductor. Simulation results also show that the Gaussian side wall technique can be 

chosen to provide maximum isolation for certain applications and with no significant effect on 

the Q, L and the self-resonance frequency^. For the experiment of this thesis, the inductors 

with different PGS isolations are still chose for fabrication in order to demonstrate the 

unnecessary use of PGS for small stacked inductors. 
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Chapter 5 Amplifiers with Inductive Peaking 

Inductive peaking is one of the most common techniques for bandwidth enhancement in 

order to meet the critical requirements of high-speed applications. Inductive peaking allows for 

larger bandwidths without an increase in the power consumption and design complexity of the 

circuit. In this chapter, the basic theory of operation of amplifiers with inductive peaking will 

be summarized, including the choice of topology and their relative bandwidth improvement. 

5.1 Common Source Amplifiers 

A reference common source (CS) amplifier is shown in Figure 5-l(a) in single stage 

configuration with a resistive load R and a capacitive load C. In a multi-stage cascade 

configuration, additional capacitive load C2 from the next stage is shown in Figure 5-1 (b). The 

power gain of an amplifier is simply the product of the trans-impedance Z(s) and the trans-

conductance gm. Assumed gm is approximately constant, only trans-impedance is considered 

hereafter for different peaking techniques [2]. For the common source amplifier in Figure 5-1 

(a) and (b), the gain will be, 

GP = 

Z(s) = R 

1+sRC 

= 9m ' Z(S) 

where C = Ct + C2 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

T-
v*Q 

(a) *7 

Voui 
"out 

~-~-c ' . . ( r f +c, =L 
( b ) ^ 

J 

Figure 5-1: (a) single stage CS amplifier, (b) CS amplifier in multi-stage cascade [2] 
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For a given power constraint, in this type of CS amplifier there are tradeoffs between gain 

and bandwidth. Figure 5-2 shows the gain and resulting cut-off frequencies when the resistive 

load R change by R3 > R2 > Ri resulting in the gain changed GP3 > GP2 > GPI and -3dB 

bandwidth /? < ^ < //. 

m : 1 i n 
RKR2<R3 

CO 

CO 
T5 

1E8 1E9 1E10 

freq, Hz 

f2 fl 
1E11 

Figure 5-2: Gain and bandwidth tradeoff in CS amplifiers 

According to Figure 5-1 (b), C\ and C2 represent the drain parasitic and load capacitance. 

This general CS amplifier is widely used in a differential configuration for wireline 

applications with several stages cascaded to achieve high levels of gain. Thus, C2 includes the 

gate capacitance of the next stage. Depending on the desired value of gain, voltage swing, and 

bias current for a given transistor size in each stage, the ratio kc = Cjl (C1+C2) becomes a 

design constraint, which typically varies from 0.2-0.5. Hence, a given bandwidth extension 

technique may not be optimum for all kc values, and a multi-stage amplifier may achieve 

superior performance using different bandwidth extension techniques using different kc values 

for each stages [2]. 
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5.2 Bridged-shunt Peaking 

Shunt peaking is a bandwidth extension technique in which an inductor L connected in 

series with the load resistor R shunts the output capacitor C = (C1+C2), as shown in Figure 5-3 

[2]. For the shunt peaking, the trans-impedance will be 

ZW = T7=fe)lKR + s« = 
R+sL 

1+SRC+S2LC 
(5.3) 

Vout 

Figure 5-3: A common-source amplifier with shunt peaking [2] 

The shunt peaking inductor in Figure 5-3 introduces a zero in Z(s), which increases the 

trans-impedance with frequency, such that it compensates for the decreasing impedance of C, 

and thus extends the -3 dB bandwidth [2]. Substituting the -3 dB bandwidth of the reference 

common-source amplifier, co0 = —, and the variable m = — , into (5.3) and normalizing to 
/ \C Li 

the impedance at DC (R) gives 

ZN(s) = 
!+• 

m-OJr 

s s* 
(5.4) 

w 0 moiQ 

Theoretical simulation results for shunt peaking are shown in Figure 5-4. The maximum 

bandwidth extension ratio (BWER) of l .84 occurs when m = V2~. This extension comes with 
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1.5dB of peaking. A maximal flat gain is achieved from m = 1 + yft = 2.414 but BWER is 

reduced to 1.72. 

GO 

X5 

CD 

> U n c o m p e n s a t e d : 
• Maximum BW: 1. 
• Maximal Flat Ga 
• Larger in ratio: 1 

1E8 1E9 1E10 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 5-4: Ideal bandwidth improvement with shunt peaking 

1E11 

Although the incerased impedance of the shunt peaking inductor improves the -3dB 

bandwidth, it also leads to peaking in the response (i.e. 1.5dB peaking when m = 1.414). Hence, 

techniques for eliminating the peaking with maximum BWER are desired. One possible 

solution is to add a large enough shunt capacitor with the inductor to remove the peaking but 

small enough to not significantly alter the gain reponse, which is the bridged-shunt network [2], 

Co 1 R^C 
as shown in Figure 5-5. Its nomailized trans-impedance with kB = —, a>0 = —, and m = — 

C nC L 

will be 

ZN(s) = 
\mJ(o0 Vm/ajg 

(5.5) 
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CB=b t L 

*<P =FC 

Vout 

V V K7 
Figure 5-5: A common-source amplifier with bridged-shunt peaking [2] 

Compared to (5.4), CB introduces another pole and zero in ZN(S). Figure 5-6 shows 

magnitude responses for the bridged-shunt peaking circuit for several practical values of ks 

along with the shunt peaking (hs = 0) and uncompensated cases. When k$ - 0.11 and m= 1.671, 

a BWER of 1.84 is achieved with a flat gain response, which is nearly the same bandwidth 

improvement compared to the shunt peaking design with a maximum BWER of 1.84 but 1.5 

dB of peaking; whereas when kg = 0.28 and m = 1.414 (same shunt peaking inductance), a 

BWER of 1.96 is achieved with a flat gain response and is slightly larger than the shunt 

peaking design with a maximum BWER of 1.84 but 1.5 dB of peaking. 

DQ 

a) 

C 

1E8 1E9 1E10 1E11 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 5-6: Ideal bandwidth improvement with bridged-shunt peaking vs. kB 
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As shown in Figure 5-6, compared to shunt peaking with m = 1.414, bridged-shunt peaking 

has the advantage that it uses a larger value of m to achieve same bandwidth improvement with 

flat gain, which means a smaller inductance with smaller die area and higher self-resonant 

frequency, etc. In addition, an inductor implemented in silicon has significant shunt parasitic 

capacitances. By connecting L to the supply in Figure 29, it has the advantage that it 

incorporates the inductor parasitic as CB for this topology since there is no pure shunt peaking 

in practice where kg > 0; if more CB is required, an additional capacitor can be added. On the 

other hand, connecting L to the drain adds parasitic capacitance to the load capacitance C and 

reduces the bandwidth [2]. 

5.3 Series Peaking 

Series peaking is a bandwidth extension technique in which an inductor L connected in 

series with the output capacitor C shunts the load resistor R, as shown in Figure 5-7 [2]. The 

1 R^C 

normailized trans-impedance for the series peaking with co0 = —, and m = —will be 
/ iC L 

ZN{s) = 
w 0 m-tog 

I 
VinQ 

=FC 

y«A 

(5.6) 

V V V 
Figure 5-7: A common-source amplifier with series peaking [2] 

According to (5.6), series peaking does not add a zero; hence showing inferior 

performance when compared to shunt peaking where the theoretical maximum flat gain only 
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has a BWER of 1.41 when m = 2. However in practice, drain parasitic Cj can be significant; 

such that better BWER can be achieved using capacitive slitting where an inductor is inserted 

to separated the total load capacitance into two constituent components as shown in Figure 5-8 

[2]. Then the normalized trans-impedance with kc = —for the capacitive splitting topology 

will be 

ZN(s) = (5.7) 

J ^ Vox 

V(„© ,L*| T C I T C 2 

Figure 5-8: A common-source amplifier with series peaking and capacitive splitting [2] 

The separation of C/ from C in Figure 5-7, creates another pole, which affects BWER 

versus kc as shown in Table 3. As the parasitic capacitance ratio kc increases, BWER increases 

to a maximum of 2.68 for kc = 0.3. If the passband peaking ripples that occur for higher values 

of kc is acceptable, an even larger BWER is achievable. Figure 5-9 shows the theoretical 

simulation results of the -3 dB bandwidth improvements for practical kc values corresponding 

to Table 3. 

Table 3: Series Peaking with Capacitive Splitting Summary 

kc = CjC 
0 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 

0.4 

0.5 

Ripple (dB) 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1.3 
2.45 
3.2 

m = R2C/L 
2 

1.8 
1.8 
2.4 
1.9 
2.5 
1.5 

BWER 
1.41 
1.68 
2.26 
2.68 
2.83 
3.4 

2.74 
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1 Uncompensated: 1X 
kC - 0.0; m = 2.0; BWER = 1.41 
kC = 0.3; m = 2.4: BWER = 2.68 
kC = 0.4; m = 1.9; BWER = 2.83 
kC = 0.4; m = 2.5; BWER - 3.40 
kC = 0.5: in = 1.5: BWER-2.74 

1E8 1E9 1E10 1E11 

Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 5-9: Ideal bandwidth improvement with series peaking vs. kc 

5.4 Bridged-shunt-Series Peaking 

Bridged-shunt-series peaking technique, as shown in Figure 5-10, combines capacitive 

splitting of the series peaking network and inductive peaking of the bridged shunt approach. It 

uses two inductors but provides larger BWER values than its shunt-series peaking counterpart 

[2]. The normalized trans-impedance of the bridged-shunt-series peaking network is as follows 

with m-L = ——, m2 = -r—, and ks, kc, and <w0 
M L2 

ZN(s) = 
1+(J_)_£H.(*H.)4 

1+- .(H*JL 
co0 \ mi 

i-fcc\«a (kB fcc(i-fcc)Va, , f(fcc+fcj?)(i-fcc)y4
 | /fecfcB(i-fcc)\ ss 

m2 Jay* \rn-L m2 )u% \ mxm2 )co% \ m-^mz / ^ f 

(5.8) 
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Figure 5-10: A common-source amplifier with bridged-shunt-series peaking network [2] 

Table 4 shows results for different kc and passband ripple values; for kc = 0.4, a BWER of 

4.02 is possible. Figure 5-11 shows bandwidth improvements for several values of kc 

corresponding to Table 4. A response having a BWER of 3.78 with almost no gain-peaking is 

achieved for mi = 5 and n%2 = 3, which affords pole-zero cancellation. However, such 

cancellations require precise component values that are difficult to realize due to distributed 

parasitic effects and process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations [2]. In contrast, CB in a 

bridged-shunt-series peaking design adds a degree of freedom to control a zero that mitigates 

the effects of parasitic and leads to a larger BWER. 

Table 4: Bridged-Shunt-Series Peaking Summary 

kc = CJC 
0.4 
0.4 
0.5 

KB — CB/C 

0.3 
0.2 
0.2 

Ripple (dB) 
0 

2.1 
2.1 

m, = R2C/Li 
5 
5 
4 

m2 = R2C/L2 

3 
4 
2 

BWER 
3.78 
4.02 
3.58 
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Figure 5-11: Ideal bandwidth improvements with bridged-shunt-series peaking vs. kc 

5.5 Conventional T-coil Peaking 

Bridged-shunt-series peaking gives a large BWER for kc > 0.3; however, as the load 

capacitance increases (kc < 0.3), the capacitive-splitting action of L2 and the bridging action of 

CB become ineffective in achieving a large BWER [2]. Base on literature review, conventional 

T-coil peaking is a combination of shunt and double series peaking, as shown in Figure 5-12 

[29], which can provide better bandwidth extension for the cases of kc < 0.3. 

\7 \7 \7 
Figure 5-12: A common-source amplifier with conventional T-coil peaking network 
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The main characteristic of this circuit are the mutually coupled inductors which can be 

realized by a center tapped coil L and a bridged capacitance CB. The normalized trans-

impedance of the conventional T-coil peaking network is 

ZN(S)=——+ p - (5.9) 
l+( — )2C+-V 

The relations between different components of the T-coil amplifier are shown below 

according to [29]. Q is the damping factor and is chosen as-7= to achieve maximum flat pass-

band response, also referred as Butterworth response. LM is the mutual inductance resulting 

from the coupling between the two halves of the coil Z/ and L2, where K is the coupling 

coefficient of the two inductors. CB is the bridging capacitance, which is used to create parallel 

resonance and provides further bandwidth improvement. Theoretically, the BWER for 

maximally flat gain of the conventional T-coil peaking circuit can be achieved for 2.83 [29], as 

shown in Figure 5-13. The equations for the relations of the components in the T-coil network 

are 

^1 = *-2 = ^ T < 5 1 0 ) 

^ = ^ 7 (5"> 

* = UTB
 <5I2) 

n C C n-\K\\ 
c" = T^ =-AT^J <5I3) 

L* = ̂ rfe-1) = KJtt (5H) 
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Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 5-13: Ideal bandwidth improvements with conventional T-coil peaking network 

5.6 Asymmetric T-coil Peaking 

Modified from conventional T-coil peaking network, asymmetric T-coil peaking technique 

according to [2], as shown in Figure 5-14(a), can achieve larger BWER than the conventional 

one. In an asymmetric (£/ ^ Li) T-coil peaking, the coils will achieve a negative mutual 

inductance (-M), as shown in Figure 5-14(b), the equivalent small signal network incorporates 

a T-model of the transformer. As in the bridged-shunt-series peaking, the secondary inductor L2 

induces the capacitive splitting so that the initial charging current flows only to C/; then the 

current begins to flow in L2, which causes a proportional amount of current to flow to C2. Since 

the load capacitance C2 is in series with the -M of the T-coil, this negative magnetic coupling 

allows for an initial boost in the current flow to C?, thus, an improvement in rise time and the 

BWER [2]. The normalized trans-impedance of the asymmetric T-coil peaking network is as 

follows with ~~ mx =—,m2= — , km = M/y/LtLt, kc, and 6>„ [2] 

1+ 

ZN(s) = 
km 

m i >/jnirri2/aJo 

s ( 1 k 
U>Q \jn.\ tin 

C , 2kCk 

m 
™.2 Jm^rn^Ja) 

c(i-fcc)(i-fc%i)W 
m1m2 

(5.15) 

co? 
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Vout 

V X? 

(b) 

Figure 5-14: (a) A common-source amplifier with asymmetric T-coil peaking network, (b) an equivalent T-
coil peaking small signal network [2] 

According to [2], employing an asymmetric T-coil and properly using the drain 

capacitance (Ci) leads to optimum pole-zero locations for a larger BWER than the conventional 

T-coil network with Li = L2, where the theoretical maximum BWER is only 2.83. As shown in 

Figure 5-15, for different kc and passband ripples corresponding to Table 5, the BWER can be 

achieved to over 5 in some cases. 

Table 5: Asymmetric T-coil Peaking Summary with capacitive splitting 

kr 
0.05 
0.05 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.3 

km 
0.6 
0.6 
0.5 
0.5 
0.6 
0.5 

m-, 
4 

3.5 
4.2 
4 

5.5 
4 

m2 
1.6 
2 
2 

2.4 
2.4 
2.7 

Ripple (dB) 
1.2 
1.8 
0 
0 
0 
0 

BWER 
5.15 
5.69 
4.5 
4.38 
3.7 

4.05 
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Figure 5-15: General bandwidth improvements with asymmetric T-coil peaking vs. kc using ideal passive 

components 

5.7 Inductive Peaking using Stacked Inductors 

An example of a common source amplifier using customized stacked inductor for 

conventional t-coil peaking (refer to Figure 5-12) is introduced in this section that is new to 

save huge amount chip area. The performance will be compared between using the stacked 

inductor and the kit inductors. 

Figure 5-16 to 5-19 compares the characteristics Q and L of the kit and stacked inductors 

shown in Figure 1-1 before and after the inductor is connected with a series 65Q resistor for a 

broadband amplifier design. The simulation results in Figure 5-16 show that in a peaking 

application, stacked inductors are much more area efficient compared to standard kit inductors, 

while providing equivalent inductance at higher self-resonance frequency. Since inductors are 

in series with a resistive load, its Q is irrelevant and showing even higher Q at high frequency 

as shown in Figure 5-17 and 5-19. Figure 5-20 shows for the t-coil peaking topology, both 

amplifiers achieve almost the same bandwidth improvement, whether they use stacked or kit 

inductors, of about 50% while requiring only 15% of the chip area of the planar kit inductors 

from the manufacturer. 
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Figure 5-16: Q and L of a 409 pH kit and stacked inductor without load 
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Figure 5-17: Q and L of 409 pH kit and stacked inductors loaded with series 650 resistor 
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Figure 5-18: Q and L of a 292 pH kit and stacked inductor without load 

i: Lstacked 
v: Lkit 
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Figure 5-19: Q and L of 292 pH kit and stacked inductors loaded with series 65Q resistor 
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Figure 5-20: 50% bandwidth improvement with T-coil peaking topology 

In conclusion, the basic theory of operation of amplifiers with various inductive peaking 

techniques has been studied. The simulation results from Section 5.1 to 5.6 were based on the 

use of ideal pass components; therefore, the simulation results are theoretical results. A given 

bandwidth extension technique may not be optimum for different capacitive load and a multi

stage amplifier may achieve superior performance using different bandwidth extension 
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techniques for each stages. T-coil peaking topology gives the theoretical maximum bandwidth 

enhancement over other techniques that have been studied in this chapter. Finally, the design 

example shows that for the t-coil peaking topology, both amplifiers achieve almost the same 

bandwidth improvement, whether they use stacked or kit inductors, and the chip area can be 

reduced by about 85% or more compared to using planar kit inductors from the manufacturer. 

The results in Figure 5-20 did not show zeros since the simulation frequency only be set up to 

100 GHz. 
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Chapter 6 Inductor and Amplifier Experimental Results 

In this chapter, de-embedding methods, measurement results of fabricated inductors and 

amplifiers with and without inductive peaking will be presented. 

6.1 De-embedding Techniques 

Due to the difficulty to build probe tips small enough to directly contact on the DUT, on-

wafer de-embedding structures become necessary in order to remove the parasitic effects of the 

test fixture [9]; this is especially important for high-frequency measurement for which the 

parasitic components of the test fixtures and the probes will dramatically affect the measured 

results. 

6.1.1 De-embedding Structures 

Although different de-embedding methods have been studied and presented by numerous 

researchers, the typical set of test structures required for de-embedding, which are still the same 

as shown in Figure 6-1 [19], including a short, open, and through structures. 

C? 

gd|§ 
Device under test 

^G C? 

C^J 
^ 3 

Dummy short 

< J 

C .̂ /T\ 
Dummy open 

a> ^3 

Dummy through 

Figure 6-1: Example of de-embedding structures used for on-wafer measurements (19] 
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6.1.2 De-embedding Methods 

After measuring the S-parameters for the above de-embedding structures, some simple 

calculations can be performed to remove the unwanted parasitic. Figure 6-2 shows a model 

used for 2-port de-embedding, as described in [31]. For 1-port characterization, the 2-port 

model was modified so that one side is shorted to ground, resulting in the model shown in 

Figure 6-3. 

-nn-
DOT 

Pert J P«i 1 

-nn-

$ 

•GQ- -TO-

DUT OPEN SHORT 
Figure 6-2: Two-port De-embedding Model showing the parasitic components [31 ] 

;Y3 

~T~\ BUT 

V, ft'-, 

TT T 

<Hh 

t i 

DUT OPEN SHORT 
Figure 6-3: One-port De-embedding Model showing the parasitic components [31] 

According to the 1-port and 2-port model s in Figure 6-3 and 6-2, two similar equations 

(6.1) and (6.2) can be used to calculate the necessary parameters for the DUT, which are based 

on the Short-open and Open-short De-embeddings equations. As an example for the short-open 

method, based on the measured s-parameters of the open, short, and DUT from the VNA, we 

can remove the series parasitic from both the embedded DUT and open fixtures by subtracting 

the Z-parameters of the short; then remove the parallel parasitic from the embedded DUT by 

subtracting the Y-parameters of the open from the previous step. Finally, the actual DUT 

characteristics can be obtained by converting Yso to S-parameters. 
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Method-1: Short-open de-embedding [32] 

•so = \Ameas ~ ^short) ~ K^-open ~ ^short) ("•') 

Method-2: Open-short de-embedding [32] 

- I N " 1 

^os ~ \\'meas 'open) [.'short ^open) I \P-^J 

The third de-embedding method uses the through structure only [32]. Figure 6-4(a) shows 

a through and a circuit model; whereas Figure 6-4(b) shows a test pattern with pads and a 

device under test. 

Z2/2 Z2/2 PAD left PAD right 

* thru \*thni) 

(a) a through and a circuit model 

PAD left 

(b) A test pattern with pads and a device under test (DUT) 

Figure 6-4: Connections and a circuit model for through only de-embedding [32] 

The calculation of this method goes through equation (6.3) - (6.7) as follows. The Ythru 

matrix of the through structure is [32] 

Ythru — 

•*2i ^22 

Z j Z 2 Z 2 

-_L J_i J_ 
T "7 T rj 

(6.3) 

Since the through property is symmetrical, the Y-matrixes of the left and right pads can be 

calculated as 
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yleft _ 
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Then, the Tdm matrix of the DUT can be de-embedded as, 

V =!> Vlefl yri9ht 

'thru ^ 'pad ' Tpad 

rpleft rpright 
pad ' pad (6.6) 

rri _ _ rrtlGjL rri 

'dut — 'pad ' 'i • T meas ' pad 
.right x _ j,left 1 rpleft j , j.right ^right 

~ 'pad ''pad ' 'dut ''pad ' 'pad 
- 1 

(6.7) 

According to [33], the open-short equation may give negative resistance values for 

inductors and for passive devices that are not realistic; hence, the short-open technique is 

preferred. In addition, according to [32], the through only method has better self-consistency 

and higher accuracy than conventional methods 1 and 2 at higher frequencies; hence, it is better 

for high frequency de-embedding. 
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6.2 Results of Experimentation 

In this section, the measurement results of the stacked inductors and the amplifiers 

presented in this thesis will be discussed. Figure 6-5 shows the micrograph of the chip, where a 

red label GSG area is used for the stacked inductors and a blue label GSG area is used for the 

amplifiers with inductive peaking and using the stacked inductors. 

Figure 6-5: Photo of micrograph of the chip for inductors and amplifiers 
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6.2.1 Two-port Inductor Testing 

The two port inductors are measured to explore the effect of patterned ground shielding on 

the small stacked inductors. The structures were tested, including the 248pH inductor that is 

made by 4 metals stacked (M5 to M2), 9.5nmx9.5um outer dimension, 1.5 turns, 1.9um metal 

width, and 0.6\im spacing and the 430pH inductor that is made by 3 metals stacked (M5 to M3), 

20|imx20um outer dimension, 2 turns, 2\im metal width, and 2um spacing as shown in Figure 

4-14. Figure 6-6 shows the micrograph of one of the stacked inductor in two port 

characterization. Each tested structure was measured in 4 chips. Measurements were done using 

the Agilent E8361A, which has an operating frequency range from 10 MHz to 67 GHz. The 

structures shown here were probed using GGB Industries 67A-GSG-100-P probes, and the 

network analyzer was calibrated with GGB industries CS-5 calibration substrate. 

Figure 6-6: Example micrograph of the 248pH inductor in two-port characterization 

Figure 6-7 to 6-10 and Figure 6-12 to 6-17 compared the simulated and measured Q and L 

of the 430pH and 248pH stacked inductor with different pattern ground shielding respectively. 

The measurement results reasonably matched the simulation results. However, there still are 

difference between the results that may be due to the non-ideal de-embedding structures, the 

low level auto-metal-fills around and inside the inductor, the skating parasitic causing by the 

move of the probe across the pad, the simplified via connection in the simulation, and 

differences between simulation and fabrication models. 
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In addition, Figure 6-11 and 6-18 compares the measured Q and L for these two stacked 

inductors with different PGSs respectively. The measurement results show consistency for both 

inductors when compared to simulation and the small stacked structures with different PGSs 

have not changed significantly in the L and Q. These results are similar to the simulation in 

section 4.5.1 that can be explained as the small open center of the inductor and small overlap 

area that contribute a small additional parasitic. Hence, the effect of the PGS on L and Q is very 

small. According to the micrograph in Figure 6-6, there are still some low level auto-metal-fills 

in the center of the inductors. This metal fill can further reduce the magnetic flux that 

penetrates through the center of the inductor into the substrate and thus reduce the inductance. 

As mentioned, although the additional parasitic capacitance due to the PGSs is small, the 

measurement results show that the increase in parasitic capacitance is more compared to the 

decrease in substrate loss. Hence, the Q factors of the small stacked inductors are decreased 

when patterned ground shields are placed underneath, as shown in Figure 6-11 and 6-18. 

Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 6-7: Simulated and measured Q of the 430pH inductor with Ml PGS 

3 0 0 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 6-8: Simulated and measured L of the 430pH inductor with Ml PGS 
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Figure 6-9: Simulated and measured Q of the 430pH inductor with Poly PGS 

3 , 0 0 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 6-10: Simulated and measured L of the 430pH inductor with Poly PGS 

Figure 6-11: the measured Q and L of the 430pH inductor with different PGSs 
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Figure 6-12: Simulated and measured Q of the 248pH inductor without PGS 
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Figure 6-13: Simulated and measured L of the 248pH inductor without PGS 
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Figure 6-14: Simulated and measured Q of the 248pH inductor with Poly PGS 
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Figure 6-15: Simulated and measured L of the 248pH inductor with Poly PGS 
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Figure 6-16: Simulated and measured Q of the 248pH inductor with Ml PGS 
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Figure 6-17: Simulated and measured L of the 248pH inductor with Ml PGS 
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Figure 6-18: the measured Q and L of the 248pH inductor with different PGSs 

6.2.2 One-port Inductor Testing 

Figure 6-19 shows the micrograph of the 430pH and 248pH single ended stacked inductor 

pairs. These two stacked inductors have been fabricated with Ml and poly pattern ground 

shielding underneath to explore the coupling effect. Figures 6-20 to 6-27 show the total 

inductance L, Q factor, coupling coefficient k, and mutual inductance M of the 430pH and 

248pH stacked inductors. 

Figure 6-19: Micrograph of two single ended stacked inductor pairs, (a) 430pH and (b) 248pH 
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According to Figures 6-20 and 6-21, the comparison of the Q factors of both inductors, they 

show consistently that the pattern ground shields have no significant effect on the Q factors. 

These are similar to the two port measurement results. Again, it is possibly due to the very 

small inductor structure and the low level auto-metal-fills, as can be seen in Figure 6-19. These 

low level auto-metal-fills possibly degraded the performance of the PGS when the center 

opening of a stacked inductor is small and only about 50u,m ; whereas a regular common planar 

inductor has center opening about 2500|j,m2 or more area. The discrepancies of the Q factor at 

high frequency could be caused by the non-ideal de-embedding structures. 

Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 6-20: Simulated and measured Q of the single ended 430 pH stacked inductor 

Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 6-21: Simulated and measured Q of the single ended 248pH stacked inductor 
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According to Figure 6-22 and 6-23, the comparison of total inductance L for both inductors, 

they also show consistently that the pattern ground shields have no significant effect on the 

inductance. In addition, for both inductors, the simulated inductances are about 60pH less than 

the measured results. The reason for these differences may be due to the increase in coupling 

coefficient k and the mutual inductance M, as shown in Figure 6-24 and 6-27. The measured 

results are about double the values of the k and M compared to the simulated results. If the 

mutual inductances for both inductors are removed, the differences between the simulated and 

measured self-inductance would be reduced to about lOpH to 20pH, which is reasonably close 

considering the non-ideal de-embedding structures. 
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Figure 6-22: Simulated and measured L of the single ended 430pH stacked inductor 
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Figure 6-23: Simulated and measured L of the single ended 248pH stacked inductor 
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According to Figure 6-24 and 6-27, the measured coupling coefficient k and mutual 

inductance M of both stacked inductors were double or more the simulation results. The 

measured results also demonstrate that the pattern ground shielding has no significant effect on 

k and M. Thus, it is necessary to develop different isolation techniques for stacked inductors. 

The increase in k and M could be due the low level auto-metal-fills. Since the PGSs have no 

significant effect on the k and M based on the measured results, the signal will couple to 

another inductor horizontally through the parasitic capacitance between the inductor and the 

auto-metal-fill rather than vertically through the substrate. This is possible because although the 

inductors have been separated by more than 6 or 7 times the metal width of the inductors, the 

physical separation between the inductors is very small, only about 15|j,m to 20u.m; whereas the 

planar inductors usually have much more separation. 

Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 6-24: Simulated and measured k of the single ended 430pH stacked inductor 
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Figure 6-26: Simulated and measured M for the single ended 430pH stacked inductor 
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Figure 6-27: Simulated and measured M of the single ended 248pH stacked inductor 

All the inductance simulation results are less than the measurement results, this may due 

to the non-ideal de-embedding structures and the air box that is too small in HFSS for the 

simulation (the typical need would be 3 times the line width). 

6.2.3 Amplifier Testing 

The micrograph of the amplifiers with inductive peaking is shown in Figure 6-28. The 

reference amplifier does not use any peaking technique, and the same amplifier implementing 

different stacked inductors have also been labeled in Figure 6-28. Table 6 summarizes the 
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bandwidth, bandwidth improvement and the peaking inductor structures of the first four 

amplifiers with inductive peaking in Figure 6-29. 

Figure 6-28: The micrograph of the CS amplifiers with inductive peaking 

According to Table 6 and the measurement results in Figure 6-29, the reference amplifier 

has a -3dB bandwidth of approximately 10.65 GHz. The red curve in Figure 6-29 shows that 

amplifier 1 that uses a 430pH 3 layer stacked inductor with poly PGS producing a -3dB 

bandwidth about 18.45 GHz, a 73% improvement compared to the reference amplifier while 

only showing about 1.1 dB of gain peaking. The blue curve shows amplifier 2 that uses a 430pH 

3 layers stacked inductor with Ml PGS has a -3dB bandwidth of about 17.15 GHz, which 

corresponds to a 61% improvement while showing l.ldB of gain peaking; the decrease in 

bandwidth is mainly due to the reduction in the inductance when using Ml PGS for the 

inductors. Both amplifiers 1 and 2 used the same structures but with different PGSs stacked 

inductors for peaking. However, amplifier 3 used smaller outer dimensions for the stacked 

inductor with one more level of metal and with no PGS; hence, the smaller stacked inductor 

with 4 layers has a similar inductance of about 420pH and amplifier 3 has flat gain with the 

same bandwidth improvement as amplifier 2. The green curve in Figure 6-29 shows that 
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amplifier 4 that uses the 248pH 4 layer stacked inductor without PGS has -3dB bandwidth 

about 13.5 GHz, which is a 27.7% improvement compared to the reference amplifier. In 

addition, according to Figure 6-29, the amplifiers using peaking inductors with PGSs have a 

flat gain in the frequency region from DC to about 1 GHz. 

Table 6: Inductor structures and bandwidth summary of the CS amplifiers 

Amp 

Ref 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Peaking Inductor Structures 

L(pH) 

— 

430 

430 

420 

248 

D(um) 

— 

20 

20 

15 

13.5 

W(um) 

— 

2 

2 

1.6 

1.9 

S (um) 

— 

2 

2 

1.6 

0.6 

N 

— 

2 

2 

1.75 

1.5 

Layer 

— 

3 to 5 

3 to 5 

2 to 5 

2 to 5 

PGS 

— 

Poly 

M l 

no 

no 

BW 

(GHz) 

10.65 

18.45 

17.15 

17.18 

13.6 

BW 

improvement 

Ref 

73% 

61% 

6 1 % 

27.7% 

-2-

-3-

-4-

-5-

-6-

-7-

> Reference amplifier, BW = 10.65GHz 
• Amplifier 1, BW = 18.45GHz, 73% bandwidth improvement 
• Amplifier 2, BW = 17.15GHz, 6 1 % bandwidth improvement 
Amplifier 3, BW = 17.18GHz, 6 1 % bandwidth improvement 

' Amplifier 4, BW = 13.6GHz, 27.7% bandwidth improvement 
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Figure 6-29: The measured S21 of the CS amplifiers with inductive peaking 

Amplifier 5 in Figure 6-28 was implemented using a 430pH 3 layer stacked inductor 

without PGS but with double the ESD protection. Figure 6-30 shows the schematic of the 

amplifier with the ESD protection. The ESD protection can be defined as an equivalent 

capacitor connected to ground. According to the measurement results from the previous section, 

the inductors that implement poly PGS and no PGS have very close Q and L. Thus, the S-
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parameter of amplifier 1 using the inductor with poly PGS will be re-simulated with a parallel 

capacitor (equivalent circuit of the ESD protection) at the input of the amplifier to estimate how 

much extra parasitic capacitance has been added to amplifier 5 due to the double ESD 

protection. Once the equivalent capacitance is defined, it can be added to the input of the 

reference amplifier to predict the reference amplifier bandwidth with double ESD protection. 

The results are shown in Figure 6-31, where amplifier 5 can improve the bandwidth about 57%. 

van 

Viii f O bypass 

Figure 6-30: schematic of the amplifier with the ESD protection 
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Figure 6-31: The measured S21 of the CS amplifier 5 after redefined the input ESD of the reference 
amplifier 
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6.2.4 Problems encounter during Amplifiers Testing 

A major problem was encountered during the testing of the amplifier. The Vdd of the 

reference amplifier and amplifier 3 as shown in Figure 6-28 was found to be shorted to ground 

by a layout mistake. When applying the simulated DC bias to these two amplifiers, current 

limiting occurred and the voltmeter showed only 0.23 V for Vdd, not the required 1.2V power 

supply; hence no measurement results could be obtained initially. The first possible solution is 

the use of laser trimming technology to disconnect the direct connection from Vdd to ground. 

However, the measurement results after the laser trimming did not changed. Then, we tried to 

increase the current limit of the power supply; the voltmeter showed that the voltage at the Vdd 

was increasing. When Vdd reached about 1.2V, the reference amplifier and amplifier 3 began 

working reasonably well that the total current reading from Amp-meter was about 216mA. 

From this observation, although Vdd was connected to ground with the top level metal MA, 

this connection is not ideal, which has several ohm resistance as shown in Figure 6-32. The 

voltage across the R.2 depends on the applied current h. When the current is limited, the voltage 

for Vdd will never research 1.2V. Hence, the amplifiers' supply was too low. As the current 

was increased, and due to the existence of some resistance between the Vdd and ground, the 

voltage across the R.2 will increase until Vdd reaches 1.2V. Then Vdd will be high enough for 

the amplifier to begin operating, but the R2 theoretical has no effect on the performance of the 

amplifiers. Thus, the measurement results still can be used to demonstrate the purpose of 

inductive peaking. 

Vin@ 

Vdd 

J1JR1 

Figure 6-32: schematic of the amplifier with not ideal connection from Vdd to ground 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

7.1 Summary of Work in this Thesis 

In this thesis, a detail design consideration and procedures for stacked inductors using 

ASIT1C and HFSS modeling programs have been presented. Two new isolation techniques 

for the small stacked inductor have also been presented. The coupling effects of various 

isolation techniques to the stacked inductor have been studied. Simulation and measurement 

results show that adding PGS to the small stacked inductor has no significant effect on the Q 

factor. Hence, the PGS is not necessary for the super compact stacked inductor. Simulation 

results also show that the Gaussian side wall technique can be chosen to provide maximum 

isolation for certain applications and with no significant effect on the Q, L and the self-

resonance frequency fres. All the simulation results for inductances are less than the 

measurement results; this may due to the non-ideal de-embedding structures and the air box 

that is too small in HFSS for the simulation (the typical need would be 3 times the line 

width). 

The basic theory of amplifiers with various inductive peaking topologies has been studied. 

Simulation results suggest that using a T-coil inductive peaking topology can achieve the most 

bandwidth improvement when a large load capacitance is present. Several common source 

amplifiers that use different stacked inductors for peaking have been fabricated in IBM the 

0.13um CMOS process. Measurement results demonstrated the performance improvement of 

the stacked inductors for peaking purpose showing that the bandwidth can be improved about 

73% while reducing the chip area by about 85% or more compared to using planar kit inductors 

from the manufacturer. 

7.2 Thesis Contributions 

The primary contributions of this thesis work are: 
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1. Using electromagnetic simulations to investigate the performance of small stacked 

inductors built with low level metals in CMOS technology. 

2. Investigated the inductor performance due to temperature variation and techniques for 

maximum possible isolation. 

3. The work done in this thesis can help to understand the flow to build and model stacked 

inductors in ASITIC, ADS, HFSS, which is technology independent. 

4. Several common source amplifiers have been fabricated in IBM 0.13um CMOS process. 

It was demonstrated that small stacked inductors can be used for inductive peaking 

amplifiers and it was proven that good bandwidth enhancement can be achieved while 

reducing chip area by a huge amount. 

7.3 Future Work 

Several topics relating to small stacked inductors have not been implemented in the test 

chip of this thesis, including the isolation effect due to different rotation of inductors, 

transformers, high coupling effect stacked inductor structures, and the measurement of the two 

new isolation techniques for the stacked inductor. Hence, one of the possible areas where this 

work could be extended would involve second design iteration in order to demonstrate the 

performance of stacked inductor transformers, high coupling structures, and the measurement 

of the new isolation techniques. In addition, the T-coil peaking topology requires that the 

inductors have a high coupling effect to provide higher bandwidth improvement. Therefore, 

there is still potential to further improve the bandwidth by exploring the high coupling effect of 

stacked inductors structures in a future tape-out. 

Since the stacked inductors presented here have been demonstrated to achieve good 

bandwidth enhancement as peaking inductors when used in common source amplifiers, the next 

step could be to implement these stacked inductors into wireline circuits that operate at high 

data rate, such as MUX/DEMUX circuits and equalization circuits. The results obtained from 

this experiment will be very valuable since most high speed broadband applications require 

multi-stages circuits with peaking inductors and using small stacked inductors for peaking can 

reduce the chip area dramatically resulting in a reduction in the cost of fabrication. 
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Appendix A: Sample ASITIC Technology File 

The following is the technology file that was written for ASITIC by Travis Lovitt [99], one of 
the group members who was involved in the initial research of stacked inductors. Due to the 
non-disclosure agreement of the technology, electrical and physical values have been removed 
(values replaced with "??"), but the overall structure is still shown. 

; IBM 8RFDM (0.13um CMOS) Technology file 
; Travis Lovitt, January 2006 

; based on the following construction: 
; - poly, Ml, M2, M3, MQ, MG, LY, El, MA 
; - BF on substrate (no pwell - low conductivity) 

<chip> 

<layer> 

<layer> 

<layer> 

<layer> 

<layer> 

<layer> 

chipx = 256 ; dimensions of the chip in x direction 
chipy = 256 ; dimensions of the chip in y direction 
fftx = 512; x-fft size (must be a power of 2) 
ffty = 512 ;y-fft size 
TechFile = ibm_8rf_dm.tek 
TechPath = 
freq = 10 ; 
eddy = 0 

0 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

1 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 
2 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

3 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

4 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

5 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 

frequency of operation 

; substrate layer 
; resistivity ohm-cm 
; thickness um 
; permittivity 

; STI layer 

; poly layer 

; poly to Ml layer 

; M1 oxide layer 

; Ml to M2 oxide layer 
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eps ?? 

<layer> 6 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 7 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 8 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 9 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 10 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 11 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 12 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 13 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 14 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 15 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 16 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

; M2 oxide layer 

; M2 to M3 oxide layer 

; M3 oxide layer 

; M3 to MQ oxide layer 

; MQ oxide layer 

; MQ to MG oxide layer 

; MG oxide layer 

; MG to LY oxide layer 

; LY oxide layer 

; LY to El oxide layer 

; El oxide layer 
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<layer> 17 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 18 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 19 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 20 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 21 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<layer> 22 
rho = ?? 
t = ?? 
eps = ?? 

<metal> 0 
layer = 2 
rsh = ?? 
t = ?? 
d = 0 
name = poly 
color = orange 

<metal> 1 
layer = 4 
rsh = ?? 
t = ?? 
d = 0 
name = ml 
color = blue 

<metal> 2 
layer = 6 
rsh = ?? 
t = ?? 
d = 0 
name = m2 
color = cyan 

<metal> 3 

; El to MA oxide layer 

; MA oxide layer 

; passivation oxide layer 

; passivation nitride layer 

; passivation polyimide layer 

; air 

;poly 
; in which oxide layer 
; sheet resistance mOhm/sq 
; thickness 
; distance from bottom of layer 

;M1 

;M2 

;M3 
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layer = 8 
rsh = ?? 
t = ?? 
d = 0 
name = m3 
color = pink 

<metal> 4 
layer = 10 
rsh = ?? 
t = ?? 
d = 0 
name = mq 
color = green 

<metal> 5 
layer = 12 
rsh = ?? 
t = ?? 
d = 0 
name = mg 
color = yellow 

;MQ 

;MG 

<metal> 6 ; LY 
layer = 14 
rsh = ?? 
t = ?? 
d = 0 
name = ly 
color = lightbrown 

<metal> 7 
layer = 16 
rsh = ?? 
t = ?? 
d = 0 
name = el 
color = white 

;E1 

<metal> 8 
layer = 18 
rsh = ?? 
t = ?? 
d = 0 
name = ma 
color = red 

;MA 

<via> 0 

0 
top = l 
bottom 
r = ?? 
width = ?? 
space = ?? 
overplotl = ?? 
overplot2 = ?? 
name = cont 

; poly to Ml 
; via connects up to this metal layer 
; via connects down to this metal layer 
; resistance per via Ohm 
; width of via 
; min spacing between vias 
; min dist to bottom metal 
; min dist to top metal 
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color = yellow 

<via> 1 ; Ml to M2 
top = 2 ; via connects up to this metal layer 
bottom = 1 ; via connects down to this metal layer 
r = ?? ; resistance per via Ohm 
width = ?? ; width of via 
space = ?? ; min spacing between vias 
overplotl = ?? ; min dist to bottom metal 
overplot2 = ?? ; min dist to top metal 
name = v 1 
color = lightbrown 

<via> 2 ; M2 to M3 
top = 3 
bottom = 2 
r = ?? 
width = ?? 
space = ?? 
overplotl = ?? 
overplot2 = ?? 
name = v2 
color = white 

<via> 3 ;M3toMQ 
top =4 
bottom = 3 
r = ?? 
width = ?? 
space = ?? 
overplotl = .01 
overplot2 = .01 
name = vl 
color = yellow 

<via> 4 ; MQ to MG 
top = 5 
bottom = 4 
r = ?? 
width = ?? 
space = ?? 
overplotl = ?? 
overplot2 = ?? 
name = vq 
color = purple 

<via> 5 ;MGtoLY 
top =6 
bottom = 5 
r = ?? 
width = ?? 
space = ?? 
overplotl = ?? 
overplot2 = ?? 
name = fy 
color = green 
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<via> 6 ; LY to El 
top =7 
bottom = 6 
r = ?? 
width = ?? 
space = ?? 
overplotl = ?? 
overplot2 = ?? 
name = ft 
color = white 

<via> 7 ;E1 to MA 
top = 8 
bottom = 7 
r = ?? 
width = ?? 
space = ?? 
overplotl = ?? 
overplot2 = ?? 
name = f 1 
color = red 
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Appendix B: Matlab Code for De-embedding 

%% the following code is the short-open de-embedding method 
%% GENERAL START 
restoredefaultpath 
addpath(genpath(pwd)) 
clear 
clc 

load SHORT.s2p 
load 0PEN.s2p 
load DUT1.s2p 

I=sqrt(-1); 

LU1=[]; QU1=[]; SU1FF=[]; 

for i=l:length(SHORT) 

Freq=SHORT(i,1); 

SllS=SH0RT(i,2)+I*SH0RT(i,3) 
S21S=SH0RT(i,4)+I*SHORT(i,5) 
S12S=SH0RT(i,6)+I*SH0RT(i,7) 
S22S=SHORT(i,8)+I*SHORT(i,9) 
SS=[S11S,S12S;S21S,S22S]; '%% 
ZS = s2z (SS); 

S-parameter of the short structure 

S110=0PEN(i,2)+I*0PEN(i,3) 
S210=OPEN(i,4)+I*OPEN(i,5) 
S120=0PEN(i,6)+I*OPEN(i,7) 
S220=OPEN(i,8)+I*OPEN(i,9) 
SO=[S110,S120;S210,S220]; 
Z0=s2z(SO); 

S-parameter of the open structure 

S11U1=DUT1(i,2)+I*DUTl(i,3); 
S21U1 = DUT1(i,4)+I*DUTl(i,5) ; 
S12U1 = DUT1(i,6)+I*DUTl(i,7) ; 
S22U1=DUT1(i,8)+I*DUTl(i, 9) ; 
SU1=[S11U1,S12U1;S21U1,S22U1] 
ZUl=s2z(SU1); 

S-parameter of the DUT 

%% Z-parameter of the DUT after de-embedding 
ZUlF=inv(inv(ZUl-ZS)-inv(ZO-ZS)) ; 
SUlF=z2s(ZU1F); %% Convert the Z-parameter to S-parameter 
Zinl=ZUlF(l,l)-ZUlF(l,2)*ZUlF(2,l)/ZUlF(2,2) ; 

Ql=imag(Zinl)/real(Zinl); %% Q value for a single frequency 
w=2*pi*Freq; 
Ll=imag(Zinl)/w; %% L value for a single frequency 
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LU1=[LU1; Freq LI]; %% L value for all frequency range 

QU1=[QU1; Freq Ql]; %% Q value for all frequency range 

SU1FF=[SU1FF; Freq real(SU1F(1,1) ) imag(SU1F(1,1)) real(SU1F(2 ,1) 
imag(SUlF(2,l)) real(SU1F(1,2)) imag(SU1F(1,2)) real(SU1F(2,2) 
imag(SUlF(2,2))] ; 

%% two-port S parameters of the DUT for all frequency range 
end 

%% the following code is the open-short de-embedding method 
%% GENERAL START 
restoredefaultpath 
addpath(genpath(pwd)) 
clear 
clc 

load SHORT.s2p 
load 0PEN.s2p 
load DUTl.s2p 

I=sqrt(-1); 

LU1=[]; QU1=[]; SU1FF=[]; 

for i=l:length(SHORT) 

Freq=SHORT(i,l); 

SllS=SHORT(i,2)+I*SHORT(i,3) 
S21S=SHORT(i,4)+I*SHORT(i,5) 
S12S=SH0RT(i,6)+I*SHORT(i,7) 
S22S=SH0RT(i,8)+I*SH0RT(i, 9) 
SS=[S11S,S12S;S21S,S22S] ; %% 
YS=s2y(SS); 

S-parameter of the short structure 

S110=OPEN(i,2)+I*OPEN(i,3) 
S210=0PEN(i,4)+1*OPEN(i,5) 
S120=0PEN(i,6)+I*0PEN(i,7) 
S220=OPEN(i,8)+1*0PEN(i,9) 
SO=[S110,S120;S210,S220]; 
Y0=s2y(S0); 

S-parameter of the open structure 

SllUl=DUTl(i,2)+I*DUTl(i,3) 
S21Ul=DUTl(i,4)+I*DUTl(i,5) 
S12Ul=DUTl(i,6)+I*DUTl(i,7) 
S22U1=DUT1(i,8)+I*DUT1(i,9) 
SU1=[S11U1,S12U1;S21U1,S22U1 
YUl=s2y(SUl); 

%% S-parameter of the DUT 

%% Z-parameter of the DUT after de-embedding 
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ZU2F=y2z(inv(inv(YU2-Y0)-inv(YS-YO))); 
SUlF=z2s(ZU1F); %% Convert the Z-parameter to S-parameter 
Zinl=ZUlF(l,l)-ZUlF(l,2)*ZUlF(2,l)/ZUlF(2,2) ; 

Ql=imag(Zinl)/real(Zinl); %% Q value for a single frequency 
w=2*pi*Freq; 
Ll=imag(Zinl)/w; %% L value for a single frequency 
LU1=[LU1; Freq LI]; %% L value for all frequency range 

QU1=[QU1; Freq Ql]; %% Q value for all frequency range 

SU1FF=[SU1FF; Freq real(SU1F(1,1)) imag(SU1F(1,1)) real(SU1F(2,1)) 
imag(SUlF(2,1)) real(SU1F(1,2)) imag(SU1F(1,2)) real(SU1F(2,2)) 
imag(SUlF(2,2))]; 

%% Two-port S parameters of the DUT for all frequency range 
end 
%% 

"6 o 

o o 
o o 

o o 
o o 

the following code is the through only de-embedding method 
GENERAL START 

restoredefaultpath 
addpath(genpath(pwd)) 
clear 
clc 

load THROUGH.s2p 
load 0PEN.s2p 
load DUTl.s2p 

I=sqrt(-1); 

LU1=[]; QU1=[]; SU1FF=[]; 

for i=l:length(THROUGH) 

Freq=THROUGH(i,1); 

SI1=THR0UGH(i,2)+1^THROUGH(i,3); 

S21=THR0UGH(i,4)+I*THROUGH(i,5); 
S12=THR0UGH(i,6)+1^THROUGH(i,7); 
S22=THROUGH(i,8)+1'THROUGH(i,9); 
S=[S11,S12;S21,S22]; %% S-parameter of the through structure 
Y=s2y(S); 
Y11=Y(1,1);Y21=Y(2,1);Y12=Y(1,2);Y22=Y(2,2) ; 
YL=[Y11-Y21,2*Y21;2*Y21,-2*Y21]; 
YR=[-2*Y12,2*Y12;2*Y12,Y22-Y12]; 
TL=s2t(y2s(YL)); %% T-matrix of the left half through structure 
TR=s2t(y2s(YR)); %% T-matrix of the right half through structure 

S11U1=DUT1(i,2)+I*DUTl(i,3); 
S21U1=DUT1(i,4)+I*DUTl(i,5); 
S12U1=DUT1(i,6)+I*DUTl(i,7); 
S22U1=DUT1(i,8)+I*DUTl(i,9); 
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SU1=[S11U1,S12U1;S21U1,S22U1]; %% S-parameter of the DUT 
TUl=s2t(SUl); 

SUlF=t2s(TL\TU1/TR); %% S-parameter of the DUT after de-embedding 
ZUlF=s2z(SU1F); %% Convert the S-parameter to Z-parameter 
Zinl=ZUlF(l,l)-ZUlF(l,2)*ZUlF(2,l)/ZUlF(2,2); 

Ql=imag(Zinl)/real(Zinl); %% Q value for a single frequency 
w=2*pi*Freq; 
Ll=imag(Zinl)/w; %% L value for a single frequency 
LU1=[LU1; Freq LI]; %% L value for all frequencies 
QU1=[QU1; Freq Ql]; %% Q value for all frequencies 

SU1FF=[SU1FF; Freq real(SU1F(1,1)) imag(SU1F(1,1)) real(SU1F(2,1)) 
imag(SUlF(2,l)) real(SU1F(1,2)) imag(SU1F(1,2)) real(SU1F(2,2)) 
imag(SUlF(2,2))]; 

%% Two-port S parameters of the DUT for all frequencies range 
end 
o o 
O O 
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Appendix C: Modeling Inductors in ADS Momentum 
and HFSS 

Modeling Inductors in ADS Momentum and HFSS 

Accurately modeling a passive device at microwave frequencies requires EM simulators, 

such as ADS Momentum or HFSS. Compared to ASIT1C, modeling inductors in ADS 

momentum and HFSS is more time consuming with their huge matrices computations. 

However, they can simulate more complicated structures including inductors with different 

isolation techniques and give the broadband s-parameters in order to generate compact inductor 

models. In this section, the flow to build and model an inductor is described step by step. 

• Modeling in ADS Momentum 

Modeling an inductor in ADS momentum involves four steps: defining the properties of 

required technology, laying out the passive components, defining the ports, and simulation 

setup. 

The first step is to define the physical parameters of a chosen technology. ADS momentum 

uses a substrate.slm file as shown in Figure C-l to define the properties of the dielectric layers 

and metal layers stacked up and uses a layout.lay file as shown in Figure C-2 to define metal 

layer mapping and colors for the layout. These two files are essential to create an inductor 

layout for simulation in momentum and they can be obtained either from the manufacturer or 

extracted from the technology supplemental documents. The distribution of electromagnetic 

field of the inductor would be calculated and analyzed. From these analysis and calculations, a 

set of S parameters will be derived. 
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Figure C-l: Example of creating substrate layers stacked up in momentum 
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Figure C-2: Example of creating metal layers stacked up in momentum 
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After defining the properties of the required technology, designers can either import the 

layout from cadence or manually draw the layout. The ADS layout tool is very similar to 

cadence virtuoso, but the new version of ADS has a 3-D viewer which can help to visualize the 

actual structure after layout. Therefore, for complicated passive structures like stacked 

inductors and some patterned ground shields, designers can do the layout in ADS and then 

import back to cadence or import to HFSS for 3-D simulation. 

The next step is to define the ports for simulation depending on the applications and layout 

of the inductor. For an inductor with single ended characterization, internal port with a 

reference ground will be used. The reference ground can be a guard ring or a patterned ground 

shield connecting to the other end of the inductor, an example of which is shown in Figure C-3. 

For two ports characterization of an inductor, two internal ports can be used when a guard ring 

or a pattern ground shield is used as a reference ground, as shown in Figure C-4; otherwise, two 

single mode ports can be used when the inductor is referenced to the bottom of the substrate, as 

shown in Figure C-5. For differential mode characterization, the differential mode port can be 

used, as shown in Figure C-6, where PI will be the positive side and P2 will be the negative 

side of the differential port. 

internal port for 
signle ended inductor . ' \ 
characterization ^ \ 

\ \ -<--""' -•' 
\ \ _ - • • - ' ' " ' 

(b) i*« 

Figure C-3: Single ended inductors structure in ADS (a) 2-D view, (b) 3-D view 
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w r^\ 

(a) ^„ s s ; ; : ^ — ^ (b) 
Figure C-4: Two internal ports inductor structure in ADS (a) 2-D view, (b) 3-D view 

W 

(a) (b) 

Figure C-5: Two single mode ports inductor structure in ADS (a) 2-D view, (b) 3-D view 

P;1P:2 

(a) (b) 

Figure C-6: Differential mode inductor structure in ADS (a) 2-D view, (b) 3-D view 

After the port setup, the final step is to choose a method to solve the matrix and define the 

mesh frequency; then the inductor model can be generated. Depending on the operation 

frequency of the inductor, the mesh frequency can be chosen in order to reduce the mesh 

density and simulation time. 
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• Modeling in HFSS 

Modeling an inductor in HFSS also involves four steps: defining the properties of materials, 

making the 3-D structures, defining the ports, and setting up the simulation. 

The first step is to define the properties of materials of the chosen technology, including 

the conductivity of the metal layer, the permittivity and dielectric constant of the oxide layer 

and substrate layer. Similar to ADS, the properties of the materials can be either extracted from 

the substrate.slm file from the manufacturer or extracted from the technology supplemental 

documents. HFSS requires manually assigning the thickness and position of each piece of the 

layer or generate an automatic file to assign material thickness. 

The second step is to construct the 3-D structure. The layout from cadence or ADS can be 

imported into HFSS as a GDSII file. Figure C-7(a) shows that after importing the GDSII file 

into HFSS, it will be an unsigned 2-D structure; whereas Figure C-7(b) shows that after 

assigning the thickness and position of each piece, it will becomes a 3-D structure including the 

air box for boundary and substrate as shown on the right hand side. 

IB/ 
(a) (b) 

Figure C-7: Single ended inductors structure in HFSS (a) 2-D view, (b) 3-D view 
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The next step is to define the ports for simulation. These stacked inductors are in single 

ended configuration and are used to simulate the coupling effect of the inductors. The blue 

circles in Figure C-7(b) represent the other end of the inductors that are connecting to ground. 

The two port characterization structure is shown in Figure C-8 where the difference from 

Figure C-7(b) is that the other end of the inductor also touches a small rectangle, which is 

defined as the second port of the inductor. 

The final step is to configure the solution setup for simulation, including the solution 

frequency that defines the mesh density, and the sweep type of the simulation that defines the 

speed of simulation. Other setup steps that help with the convergence of the simulation will be 

based on the experience of using HFSS. Finally, the stacked inductor 3-D model in HFSS is 

ready for the simulation to begin. 

Figure C-8: Two wave-ports inductor characterization structure in HFSS 
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Appendix D: On-wafer Measurement Preparation 

In order to perform on-wafer probing to characterize the inductors, several microwave 

measuring equipment is required, including a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA), microwave 

measuring probes, on-wafer calibration kits, and a probe station. 

• Vector Network Analyzer 

A VNA is an instrument used to analyze the scattering parameters (S-parameters) of 

electrical networks base on the reflection methods [9]. It measures both amplitude and phase 

properties, so it also call a gain-phase meter. As shown in Figure 6-1, using a switch, the VNA 

applied a RF reference signal to either port 1 or port 2 of the DUT. Hence, it allows both 

forward and reverse measurements on the DUT, which are needed to characterize all four S-

parameters. Often internal attenuators are available, such that the measuring accuracy and 

reliability can be improved for a large range of device characteristics [9]. The VNA that used 

for this measurement is Agilent E8361 A, which has operating frequency range from 10 MHz to 

67 GHz. 

Port! )d jt Port 2 

Figure D-l: Simplified block diagram of a VNA [9] 
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• Probes 

The probes can be viewed as an adapter to launch a RF signal from the coaxial cable to the 

contact pads placed on the chip. In order to transmit the signal, at least two conductors, the 

"signal" conductor and the "ground" conductor are required. Three types of probes are shown 

in Figure 6-2, which are ground-signal-ground (GSG), ground-signal (GS), and signal ground 

(SG). 

w r ^ 
GSG OS SG 

Figure D-2: Three types of RF probes, GSG, GS, and SG 

GSG is the most common type of RF probe, which is similar to a coplanar waveguide. A 

GSG probe provides a balanced configuration as shown in Figure 6-3(a), which consists of two 

ground tips that shield the signal tip. This structure can tightly control the fields around the 

signal tip so that the electric fields from the signal (S) will stop at the ground (G) tips and the 

magnetic fields between S and G will cancel [9]. On the other hand, the GS or SG probes 

provides an unbalanced configuration as shown in Figure 6-3(b), which can reduces the die 

area by eliminating one ground tip; however, this results in less shielding of the signal tip, and 

this can result in crosstalk problems. Therefore, if area is not a constrain, GSG probe should be 

used for more accurate measurements [9]. 

Balanced Unbalanced s~\ tjaiancea /|*\ 

Figure D-3: (a) balanced and (b) unbalanced electric field pattern of RF probe 114] 
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In addition, in order to perform accurate measurements, the probe needs to be planar. 

Figure 6-4 shows planar and non-planar tips referred to a calibration reference plane: the dotted 

line. Poor planarization of the probe may present large measurement errors. For example, if two 

100D. resistors are placed in parallel, the equivalent resistance should be 50Q. However, if one 

of the ground tips does not touch the pad as shown in Figure 6-4, the measured load will only 

be one 100Q resistor [9]. Thus, the planarity of the probes always needs to be checked before 

any on-wafer measurements are performed. The planarity of the probe can be checked by 

watching the scratches left on the substrate metalized contact field as shown in Figure 6-5. 

Proper scratch depth and width can indicate whether the probe tips are on the same plane or not 

[9]. 

Planar lips Non planar tips 

G S G G m 

The dotted line indicates ihe 5> 

calibration reference plane-

Figure D-4: Planarization of probes [9] 

G 

Planar probes This probe is 
elevated "̂ v 

Figure D-5: Checking of the probe tip planarity [9| 
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• On-wafer Calibration Kits 

In order to calibrate the VNA up to the probe tips, an on-water calibration kits is required, 

which is known as the Impedance Standard Substrate (ISS). They are available for different 

configurations depending on the type of probes and calibration methods. The ISSs are usually 

made from low loss alumina substrate with high dielectric constant and they use gold for metal 

contacts to provide low resistance and oxidation [9]. Figure 6-6 shows an ISS from Cascade 

Microtech [30], which is available for 100-250|am pitch GSG probes with a SOLT (Short-

Open-Load-Thru) calibration standard. The SOLT calibration standard shown in Figure 6-7 

contains: trimmed 50Q load resistors (two 100Q resistors in parallel), shorts and thru lines. The 

open is usually implemented by lifting the probes high into the air [30]. 

o 
o 

k CASCADE MICROTECH* 

WW-12.1 
,» . » . W IB 

y , ( ^ - r . r 
Figure D-6: An impedance standard substrate for GSG configuration [30] 

£3 

Thru Short 511 Ohm I.o:i<l 

Figure D-7: Thru, short, and 50 Q load structures on the ISS [30| 

• Probe Station 

A suitable probe station is also important for on-wafer measurement. An automatic probe 

stations can provide the highest degree of probing repeatability and reliability of the calibration. 
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However, it is expensive and usually used by IC manufacturers only. As a result, manual probe 

stations, as shown in Figure 6-8, are the most widely used in research labs and small companies 

[9]. 

Figure D-8: An example of a manual probe station 

The general technique of using a probe station may include the following [9]: stably 

mounts the device under test, accurately locate the probe in the x, y and z axes, adjust the 

planarity of the probes, using a microscope to view the very small measuring environment. For 

more advanced measuring requirements, a probe station can also provide shielding of the 

measuring environment by using a microchamber, thermal control of the measuring 

environment, and it can maintain the stability and avoid undesired vibrations by using a anti-

vibration table. 

SOLT Calibration 

After selecting the appropriate test equipments for on-wafer measurement as shown in 

previous section, the next step is to perform an on-wafer calibration using the probes and the 

ISS before doing actual measurements, in order to obtain accurate results.The SOLT calibration 
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procedures involve going through a series of standard steps such as: measuring the short 

standard, measuring the open standard, measuring the load standard, and measuring the thru 

standard. The isolation measurement is usually omitted [9]. 

• Measuring the Short Standard 

Figure 6-9 shows a Cascade ISS short standard, which is implemented as a 50\im Au 

metallization line. As mention in section 6.1.2, it is very important that the probes have been 

planarized properly and the overtravel has been accurately adjusted using the alignment marks; 

otherwise, the parasitic capacitance of the standard may change, and that will have an impact 

on the measuring accuracy [9]. 

(a) (b) 
Figure D-9: ISS short standard |9| 

• Measuring the Open Standard 

Usually, an open standard is synthesized by raising the probes into the air a minimum 

distance of 250(im above the ISS surface. Figure 6-10 shows a Cascade ISS open standard as 

an alternative. 

M 
(a) 

Open {On Substrate) 

(b) 

Figure D-10: ISS open standard |9] 
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• Measuring the Load Standard 

Figure 6-11 shows a Cascade ISS load standard, which is implemented with two high-

precision 100O resistors in parallel. The resistors are laser trimmed such that they have a very 

constant resistance versus frequency. As discussed for the short standard, planarity and 

overtravel are critical issues for the load standard [9]. 

\7 
10012 \QOil 

(a) 

50 Ohm I.Oii.l 

(b) 

Figure D-ll: ISS load standard |9| 

Measuring the Thru Standard 

Figure 6-12 shows a Cascade ISS thru standard. The probe alignment is more sensitive 

than the other standards (short, open and load), which should be very accurate including the 

distance between the probes. 

I r1 I 1 

Thru 

(a) (b) 

Figure D-12: ISS thru standard |9] 
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Appendix E: Layout of the test chip 

I5H-S 
P P 

p a P^p 

:P:I:P. 
|_J ,,L_J|'.|—-1 i.r—J B • EJ, 

.B0M3 000001 
Figure E-l: Layout of the chip for this thesis 

Figrare &• 
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Appendix F: Material Temperature Coefficients 

Table 7: Material Temperature Coefficients |35| 

Material 
Silver 

Copper 

Gold 

Aluminum 

Calcium 

Tungsten 

Zinc 

Nickel 

Iron 

Tin 

Platinum 

Lead 

Manganin 

Constantan 

Mercury 

Nichrome 
Carbon 

Germanium 

Silicon 

Glass 

Hard rubber 

Sulfur 

Paraffin 

Quartz (fused) 

PET 

Teflon 

Resistivity (Jim) at 20 °C 
1.59xl0~8 

1.72xl(T8 

2.44x10"8 

2.82xl(T8 

3.36xl0~8 

5.60xl0~8 

5.90xl(T8 

6.99x10"8 

l.OxlO"7 

1.09xl0"7 

1.06xl0-7 

2.2x10'1 

4.82x10"7 

4.9x10"7 

9.8xl0 -7 

1.10xl0~6 

3.5 xlO"5 

4.6x10"' 
6.40x102 

101 0 tol01 4 

approx. 1013 

1015 

1017 

7.5xl017 

1020 

1022to 1024 

Temperature coefficient [K-1] 
0.003819 
0.004041 

0.003715 
0.004308 

? 

0.004403 

0.003847 
0.005866 

0.005671 

0.0045 
0.003729 

0.0039 
0.000002 

0.000 008 

0.0009 

0.00017 

-0.0005 

-0.048 

-0.075 
? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 
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